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ONLINE NOW
2016 OLYMPIA
WEEKEND COVERAGE
EXCLUSIVE WALL-TO-WALL COVERAGE
OF THE SPORT’S ULTIMATE EVENT
ATHLETES’ MEETINGS
By Wednesday, competitors
are in their division meetings at
Orleans Arena. Check out
our video interviews and the
ﬁrst photos of competitors at
Olympia Weekend.

meet their favorite Olympia
athletes in the ﬂesh. We’ll wade
into the sea of people with
interviews and pics.

MR. OLYMPIA
PRESS CONFERENCE
You’ve never seen debate teams
with guys like this! Who’s gonna
get lippy and who’s gonna let
that lippy dude get under their thin
skin? (Really, these guys have
been dieting for months.)

OLYMPIA EXPO
Friday and Saturday at the
Las Vegas Convention Center is
where it’s at with industry
superstars and sports and
entertainment celebrities spread
out all over the 500,000-squarefoot space. And don’t forget
the start of official IFBB Pro
League Olympia competition on
the main expo stage.

MEET THE OLYMPIANS
Thursday is fan appreciation
night, with thousands lining up to

TGIF
Friday night at Orleans Arena,
and all the talk and predictions go

LIKE US AT FACEBOOK.COM/FLEXMAGAZINE
AND INTERACT WITH OUR 2 MILLION OTHER FANS.
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out the window as the big boys
take the stage for the Mr. Olympia
judging rounds. See it all: the ﬁrst
callout, backstage action, onstage
galleries. Plus, the Fitness and
Bikini Olympia ﬁnals.
THE MAIN EVENT
Who will be crowned the 2016
Mr. Olympia? Saturday night at
Orleans Arena is the last chance
for competitors to make their
case as the judges take a ﬁnal
look at the world’s greatest
bodybuilders. Will Phil Heath win
his sixth Sandow? Will Kevin
Levrone make the most
remarkable comeback in history?
Bonus: 212 and Figure Olympia
champions will also be crowned.

CHECK OUT OUR DAILY UPDATES BY FOLLOWING US
ON TWITTER AT @FLEX_MAGAZINE

8 THINGS TO KNOW THIS MONTH

GO
The Arnold
Classic Europe
takes place a
week after the
Olympia, which
means Shawn
Rhoden, William
Bonac, and Big
Ramy will be in
O shape when
they compete in
Barcelona, Spain,

TRAIN
Engineered
to boost grip
strength and
reduce joint
discomfort,
Globe Gripz
easily slide
onto barbells
and dumbbells
and can be
used to add
difficulty to
virtually
any lift. $40,
globegripz.com

Take care of your skin
the way you take care of
your muscles. TH Care’s
Face & Skin Spray is free
of sulfates, parabens, and
harmful chemicals. Use it
to keep skin feeling fresh.
$20, thcare.com
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While you’ve been working hard in the gym, the AllMax
folks have been working hard to cook up delicious new
supp ﬂavors. Pre-workout: Razor8 Blue Rocket. Intraworkout: Carbion Pineapple Mango. Post-workout:
IsoFlex Caramel Macchiato and Cookies & Cream, and
Allwhey Gold Cinnamon French Toast. allmaxnutrition.com

IGOR KOPCEK (RHODEN)

GROOM

25%
®

HIT LIST

LISTEN
V-Moda’s
Crossfade
Wireless cans
deliver crisp
sound for up
to 12 straight
hours. And
their Steelﬂex
headband
makes them
gym-ready.
Bonus: You
can customize
the ear shields.

$179,
ninjakitchen.com

$300,
v-moda.com

WEAR
Wolaco’s
North Moore
compression
shorts are
comfy nuthuggers with
two waterresistant
pockets for
your phone
and valuables.
$50, wolaco.com
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Cardio doesn’t have to be
a mind-numbing bore.
Skillmill’s nonmotorized
training apparatus enables
you to train in a variety of
ways to help you burn fat,
build power, increase
stamina, and improve
overall performance.
$6,890, technogym.com

Alpha est

Musc e Bui e : 400mg of patente P

N W! Vita Build

®

JUST THE FACTS

TRAINING

STAY SAFE

RING THE BELL

University of Cologne researchers
discovered that injury rates for
bodybuilders are low compared with
other weightlifting disciplines such as
powerlifting, Olympic weightlifting, or
strongman competition.

A Journal of Strength and Conditioning
study found that kettlebell training
transfers strength and power to
weightlifting and powerlifting exercises.
Subjects showed a positive response
after 10 weeks of training with kettlebells.

A MATTER OF MASS
Research done at the University of
Oklahoma examined the relationship
between whole-body muscle mass and
powerlifting performance in elite
powerlifters. Results demonstrated that
muscle mass is a very good predictor
of powerlifting performance throughout
all weight classes.

GROWTH
SPURTS

75%
26
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In a review of 24
independent studies
using intensities
anywhere from 10%
to 180% 1RM, it was
determined that the
greatest rate of
growth of the
biceps occurs when
using ~75% of the
lifter’s 1RM.

PER BERNAL

A study at CUNY
Lehman College
compared a
powerlifting-type
routine (seven sets
of 3RM) with a
bodybuilding-type
routine (three sets
of 10RM) on muscle
growth. After eight
weeks of training,
both routines
produced an equal
amount of muscle
growth.

16

Grams of whole grains eaten
daily shown to reduce
your risk of death from heart
disease by 9%, says a new
meta-analysis from the Harvard
Public School of Health.

HEALTHY
FATS DON’T
LEAD TO
WEIGHT GAIN
A Lancet Diabetes
& Endocrinology
study found that a
Mediterranean diet,
with its emphasis
on olive oil and
nuts, induced
more weight loss
compared with a
low-fat diet.
Evidence shows
that whole foods
and healthy fats
are better for
fat loss than
low-fat, starchand sugar-heavy
foods.

New research published in Nutrition Journal has
linked a key compound in beer to weight loss.
Called matured hop bitter acids (MHBA), they are
formed when beer is stored for a long period of time
and can also be extracted from hops—the ﬂowers
that give beer its ﬂavor and bitterness. Scientists
divided almost 200 overweight people into two
groups and gave one a daily dose of MHBA and the
other a placebo, without upping exercise or changing
diet. After 12 weeks, the extract subjects lost almost
a square inch of visceral fat and more than one inch
of abdominal fat. But, not so fast, beer lovers: The
amount of calories in the beers with the highest hop
content—strong IPAs—would offset any positive effect.
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JUNK FOOD
DAMAGES
YOUR
KIDNEYS
Every month we
seem to ﬁnd
another study that
highlights just
how crappy fast
food is, and
whaddya know,
we found
another! This
one, appearing in
the journal
Experimental
Physiology, tied
the greasy fare to
the type of kidney
damage you
would see in
people who have
type-1 or type-2
diabetes.

TOO LITTLE
SALT CAN
BE BAD
Too much salt consumption
has long been linked to high
blood pressure, stomach
ulcers, and diminished brain
function, but new research
has shown that too little
salt can actually be even
worse. The study found
that low-salt intake was
related to increased risk of
heart disease, regardless
of having high blood
pressure. To
stay healthy, stay
near the USDArecommended
limit of 2,300mg
of sodium a day.

K AI STIEPEL /GET T Y IMAGES; ELENA ELISSEEVA /AL AMY

DRINK BEER
TO LOSE
WEIGHT?

MORE
BEAST.
NEW!
THE MOST EXTREME
BEAST YET. ARE YOU
READY FOR BEAST
MODE BLACK?
Become a raging beast with the most
powerful pre-workout available. Get ready
for intense energy & incredible focus from
Beast Sports’ most extreme beast yet.*
BEAST PUNCH

AVAILABLE AT

BEASTSPORTS.COM
*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose,treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

BLUE RASPBERRY

PINK LEMONADE
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Back
More

for

IN THE PRIME OF HIS
CAREER, FIVE-TIME
MR. OLYMPIA PHIL HEATH
IS TRAINING HIS LATS
WISELY TO CAPTURE
SANDOW NO. 6

T

he old adage in
odybuilding is
at “muscle
maturity” starts to
set in after being in
the game for a
while—typically at
some point in a
bodybuilder’s 30s,
with 10-plus years
of hard training
under his belt. In
case you hadn’t
noticed by looking
at his physique,
Phil Heath has
definitely reached
this point, but aside
from muscle
maturity, the
reigning five-time
Mr. Olympia
possesses some
good old-fashioned
mental maturity
as well.

Case
in point:
his current back-training
philosophy. Is it all about going as
heavy as possible with high
intensity and high volume? No. In
fact, his top priority is “back
health” (his words, not ours). If he
weren’t a still-young 36 years old
and owner of the best physique
on the planet (our words, not his),
we might say he’s starting to
sound like an old man.
“My overall approach to back
training is knowing that a bigger
muscle is a strong muscle;
however, back health is No. 1 for
you to be able to do this,” says
Heath. “Sometimes you have to
crawl before you walk. So when
getting ready for a show, for me
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it’s all about time under tension
and gradually building up. By the
end of the prep I’m actually at my
strongest. My body is now more
mature to where I can handle that
kind of poundage throughout. But
it’s all because I take a very
disciplined, detailed approach.”
As for what this approach may
produce on the Olympia stage this
coming September, Heath has
lofty goals.
“Last year my measurements
were bigger than they were at my
all-time best, which I believe was
2013,” he says. “So now the focus
is to make sure that I come in
fuller, which is more of a diet
issue. If we can just nail it, I
guarantee people are going to see
some 3-D IMAX stuff. I’m eager to
show that 2013 was a joke. That’s
my goal—to make everyone say,
‘Man, we thought 2013 was the
shit. Nah.’ I want to re-create

everything you had in your mind
about what was great and make
2016 the year that Phil Heath
became one of the greatest ever.”
Lofty? Yes. Doable? Knowing
how far Heath has taken his
physique since earning his IFBB
pro card in 2005 under the
guidance of expert trainer Hany
“the Pro Creator” Rambod,
absolutely. Maturing as a
bodybuilder (both physically and
mentally) is the key, as is the right
attitude, and Mr. O seems to have
just that right now.
“When you’re positive, your body
responds, your muscles respond,
the cortisol is down,” says Heath.
“I’m just going to ride this thing out
and have some fun. Because if I’m
going to do only five more years of
this and try to break the record and
then add one on top, that means
only four more shows after this. I
better enjoy every rep.”

N
E

RESEARC H & DEVELOPMENT

!
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WEIGHT LOSS

10.95

LBS.

LOST
PLACEBO

KEY INGREDIENT IN
HYDROXYCUT HARDCORE®
NEXT GEN

Advanced,
SCIENTIFICALLY TESTED
Weight Loss

WEIGHT LOSS
BACKED BY 2 STUDIES!

Subjects taking C. canephora robusta
lost an average of 10.95 lbs. (vs. 5.4 lbs.
for the placebo group) in 60 days
following a low-calorie diet, and 3.7 lbs.
(vs. 1.25 lbs. for the placebo group) in
8 weeks following a calorie-reduced
diet and moderate exercise.

America’s #1 Selling Weight Loss Supplement Brand1 is unleashing
new advanced formulas that will change the way you approach your
weight loss journey. These latest hardcore weight loss innovations are
completely interchangeable to help you achieve your goals. Trust
HYDROXYCUT® for your high-performance formulas – the brand that
has provided athletes with over 20 years of excellence.

THE NEXT EVOLUTION IN WEIGHT LOSS:
HYDROXYCUT® CLA
ELITE NEXT GEN

HYDROXYCUT
HARDCORE® NEXT GEN

In addition to delivering 2g of 95% CLA per 2 servings – the

This hardcore weight loss formula contains

HYDROXYCUT
HARDCORE® NEXT GEN
ACCELERATOR

purest form of CLA available – each raspberry ﬂavored, non-

C. canephora robusta to help you achieve your

A dual-function pre-cardio/weight loss formula that

stimulant softgel also provides L-carnitine L-tartrate, Garcinia

weight loss goals. With potent doses of other

features C. canephora robusta for powerful weight loss.

indica and raspberry ketone. With the addition of C. canephora
robusta for weight loss, this scientiﬁcally advanced formula
is designed with success in mind.

ingredients in unique, never-before-seen

Containing only premium ingredients, Hydroxycut

combinations, Hydroxycut Hardcore® Next Gen

Hardcore® Next Gen Accelerator delivers powerful

delivers the ultimate sensory experience.

sensory, plus caﬀeine anhydrous for energy and focus.

1

Based on AC Nielsen FDMx unit sales for Hydroxycut® caplets. Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc.
Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

NEUTRAL
WIDE-GRIP LAT
PULLDOWN

Heath’s Back Workout
NOTES
4
3
4
3
7
4
*
**
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Phil’s Philosophy: “This
wide neutral bar will actually
work the outer lats, but then as
you go down it works the
middle of the back. I’ve always
liked this bar because I feel like
it adds good detail to the
midback. The neutral grip will
help you focus on where your
elbows are. You may not be
able to use as much weight as
you can with other attachments, but instead of getting
discouraged, keep doing it.
Let’s master this one. Where
I’m at right now, I look at a
different attachment like this
one almost like a martial artist
who says, ‘OK, I’m good at the
staff. Now I’m working on the
sword or the nunchucks.’
These are all things I’m trying
to master in my arsenal so
I can be the best bodybuilder
in the world.”

E

N

NEW ERA

!
W

EXTREME
PUMPS

A decade ago, MuscleTech® changed the pump
game with naNOX9®. Now comes the most
powerful nitric oxide pill ever developed –
naNOX9® Next Gen! A pre-workout nitric oxide
amplifier, naNO X9 ® Next Gen includes an
advanced nitric oxide booster that quickly
disperses into your bloodstream when you need
it most. After just one dose, you’ll experience
the craziest pumps, fullness and vascularity!
• Boosts serum arginine levels for
a rapid & superior increase in
nitric oxide production
• Forces a swelling rush of blood
that’s rich in naturally occurring
anabolic compounds
• Stimulant free – can be stacked
with any other MuscleTech®
pre-workout or musclebuilder

HOW naNO X9 NEXT GEN WORKS:
®

Nitrosigine® gets absorbed
into the bloodstream
where it increases plasma
blood arginine levels,
rapidly increasing nitric
oxide (NO) production

1

2

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

Newly formed NO
molecules rapidly diffuse
from the endothelium
into smooth muscle cells
that make up the blood
vessel, activating the
key signaling enzyme
guanylyl cyclase (GC)

Enzyme GC
converts guanosine
triphosphate (GTP)
to cyclic guanosine
monophosphate
(cGMP), which helps
to signal smooth
muscle relaxation

Contractile reaction
within smooth
muscle cells of
blood vessels are
decreased, enhancing
vasodilation and
muscle pumps!

3

NITROSIGINE®

NEUROAMPTM

Fully dosed in naNOX9® Next Gen, Nitrosigine®
is a novel, patented complex of bonded
arginine silicate shown to boost arginine
levels within one hour.

naNOX9® Next Gen features 100mg of rhodiola, a
powerful adaptogen that has been studied for its
beneﬁts to mental and physical ﬁtness, 100mg of
choline bitartrate and 100mg of eleuthero for a
unique sensory eﬀect compared to the other guys.

(SENSORY MATRIX)

Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016
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BETA-ALANINE
naNOX9® Next Gen is the only nitric pill to
feature a powerful dose of beta-alanine,
which has been connected to muscle
performance and strength building.

PLATE-LOADED
LAT PULLDOWN
MACHINE
Phil’s Philosophy: “I feel like
this machine really locks me into
a good position. A lot of times
when you get to using heavy
weight on lat pulldowns, your
form starts to get out of whack a
little bit and you start swinging.
On this one, even if momentum
starts to take over, as you pull
down, the seat brings you up to
where you ﬁnish in the correct
position. So it kind of corrects
you; it’s like having stabilitytracking control on your car. You
may do something foolish with
your form, but this machine is
going to keep you in check. And if
you can keep your form good,
you’re going to get a great
contraction on this one.”

OLYMPIA
SWEEP
The recurring
theme in Phil
Heath’s 2016
Olympia
campaign, at
least where
back training
is concerned,
is the lower
“sweep” of
the lats. He
explains: “All
great backs
start a
couple of
inches above
the hips. I
have it,
Ronnie
[Coleman]
had it, Jay
[Cutler],
Dorian
[Yates], all
these guys
had it. In
other guys,
it’s kind of
like a missing
hole; they
may have it in
one pose but
not in others.
That ‘sweep’
makes the
back more
complete.”
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“I’ve noticed with underhand movements I can use my arms as hooks.
You can use straps, but the reverse grip really allows you to focus on things like, ‘Where are
my elbows at?’ I’m just going to use my arms and hands as hooks and pull down with these

THE NEW STANDARDS IN

PERFORMANCE
CREATINE

The most powerful creatine formula, CELL-TECH™
contains a clinically studied dose of carbohydrates
for superior creatine uptake. The unique formula
has been designed for hardgainers looking to
break through plateaus and add more mass.

A powerful 5-in-1 post-workout recovery formula, CELL-TECH™
HYPER BUILD contains a unique formulation of BCAAs,
tart cherry, taurine, glutamine and electrolytes. High in
convenience and value, it also features zero sugar and
carbs – the perfect post-workout drink!

CELL-TECH TM
CREATINE

CARBS

SUGAR

10g 75g 31g
CELL-TECH TM
HYPER BUILD

CREATINE

CARBS

SUGAR

BCAAs

2g
BCAAs

TART CHERRY

ELECTROLYTES

WHO IS THIS FOR?

0mg

360mg

CELL-TECH TM – superior creatine uptake for
the hardgainer looking to put on mass.

TART CHERRY

ELECTROLYTE
BLEND

WHO IS THIS FOR?
TM

10g

0g

0g

12g 480g 440mg

CELL-TECH HYPER BUILD – 5-in-1
complete recovery formula for athletes
looking for performance and convenience.

Per 2 scoop serving

Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

BARBELL BENTOVER ROW (UNDERHAND GRIP)
Phil’s Philosophy: “I use the underhand grip basically to add more sweep from the lower lats all the way up. I usually use
somewhat of a shoulder-width grip and try to pull the bar right into the belly button and get a good contraction there at the top. This is
the exercise I started using in 2007—because I needed more sweep. I knew I wasn’t going to be the structurally widest guy, but I knew I
could develop rounder muscles. Most of the competitors I go against won’t have that sweep. So working from the bottom, doing an
underhand grip on rows, I feel like that’s been really good for me. Overhand is always a good way to do it, too, but I feel with underhand
I get better contractions as well as a greater range of movement.”
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ALL- NEW FLAVORS

Lean Muscle Gained (lbs.)

70% BETTER THAN WHEY

8.8 LBS.

OF LEAN
MUSCLE

8

4

NITRO-TECH®

Whey

Placebo

The NITRO-TECH® line is expanding once
again with the addition of two new
mouthwatering ﬂavors: Cinnamon Swirl and
Toasted S’mores. They deliver everything
you love about NITRO-TECH® – 30g of
ultra-ﬁltered protein, a clinically proven
dose of creatine and nothing proprietary
or hidden – with all-new, tasty ways to
enjoy the beneﬁts. Don’t wait, start
achieving your goals now, with great taste.

Leading university research published in the
International Journal of Sport Nutrition and
Exercise Metabolism showed that subjects using
the core formula in NITRO-TECH® gained 8.8 lbs.
of lean muscle in 6 weeks compared to subjects
who used regular whey and gained just 5.1 lbs.

• Core ingredients shown to build 70% more
lean muscle than whey protein alone
• Clinically proven dose of creatine for
greater strength gains
• Super-clean formula – 30g of protein,
4g of carbs and 2.5g of fat
• Multi-Phase Filtration Technology for
less fat, lactose and impurities
• Delicious taste!

Vanilla
Cream

Protected by U.S. patent number #6,326,513.
Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. Read
the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

THE NITRO-TECH® DIFFERENCE:

Vanilla
Birthday Cake

Mocha
Cappuccino
Swirl

Brownie
Cheesecake

Cinnamon
Swirl

Toasted
S’mores

SEATED
CABLE
ROW
Phil’s
Philosophy:
“With this
exercise I really
want to focus on
getting a good
stretch at the
bottom. So on that
negative, you’re in
the stretching
movement, and
then as you pull
all the way up, you
put your back
upright—just as
you would do
if you were
actually rowing
out to sea. The
goal is to be
upright, not so far
back, at the end
of the movement
to get the best
contraction. You
have to ﬁnd where
your sweet spot
is, the point at
which you’re
getting the most
contraction, and
then you have to
be able to hold
that for a onecount. If you
can actually
do that, that’s
real strength
right there.”
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MACHINE LOW
ROW
Phil’s Philosophy: “This
machine is interesting because it
actually has different handles,
both on the outside and inside. I
use the inside grips because I’m
able to get that sweep just like
with the underhand barbell row.
And then I’m kind of at an angle
going down, and it’s all about the
stretch. So I’m getting a good
stretch at the bottom, it’s a full
range of movement, but I’m also
able to pull back farther with the
elbows at the top. As I said with
the pullovers, back exercises are
usually controlled more with the
elbows than the hands and
biceps. Every time we do a back
double biceps or a back lat spread
onstage, we’re pulling back with
the elbows to show that
Christmas tree. So this exercise
is what I imagine every time.
And what’s cool about this
particular machine is that, as
I pull toward my body, the grip
actually gets wider.”

PROTEIN +

WEIGHT LOSS
FORMULA

MuscleTech® NITRO-TECH® RIPPED is an advanced, dualfunction protein plus weight loss formula. It combines 30g
of fast-absorbing, ultra-clean whey protein peptides and
isolate with a scientiﬁcally researched weight loss
ingredient. NITRO-TECH® RIPPED is also loaded with cuttingedge ingredients in larger doses than the competition, such
as L-carnitine L-tartrate, green tea extract, CLA, Garcinia
cambogia, kelp and rose hip extract. And unlike the other
guys, NITRO-TECH® RIPPED is fully disclosed, so you know
exactly what you’re getting!
• Subjects taking the key weight loss ingredient in NITRO-TECH®
RIPPED (C. canephora robusta) lost an average of 10.95 lbs.
in 60 days with a low-calorie diet, and 3.7 lbs. in 8 weeks
following a calorie-reduced diet and moderate exercise
• Whey peptides to enhance muscle and strength
• Mouthwatering, cheat-meal worthy taste

7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

+
30g Ultra-Clean Whey Peptides & Isolate
500mg L-Carnitine L-Tartrate
250mg Conjugated Linoleic Acid (CLA)
100mg Green Tea Extract
100mg Rose Hip Extract
20mg Premium Kelp
Medium Chain Triglycerides
200mg C. canephora robusta for weight loss

PART OF THE

BEST-SELLING

NITRO-TECH®
PERFORMANCE SERIES

Protected by U.S. patent number #6,326,513. Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

unbeatable in this money
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AMINOS
SUPERIOR TA STE

LEAN BODY MASS GAINED
IN 6 WEEKS

BETAINE

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

MUSCLE
PLACEBO

Study subjects put on 3.75 lbs. of lean muscle in 6
weeks in leading university research published in the
Journal of the International Society of Sports Nutrition.

The most advanced strength-enhancing BCAA+
formulas from MuscleTech® are here. Introducing
AMINO BUILD® NEXT GEN and AMINO BUILD®
NEXT GEN ENERGIZED. Both fully disclosed
formulas deliver powerful strength building
and endurance based on four gold standard
clinical trials, plus mouthwatering flavors
perfected by the world’s top ﬂavoring experts.
Amplify your performance with AMINO BUILD®
NEXT GEN from MuscleTech® – try both
powerful formulas today!

MORE STRENGTH
Precisely formulated with a 4g dose of ultra-anabolic
leucine, shown in the International Journal of Sports
Physiology and Performance to help subjects
increase their 5-rep max strength by over 40%.

AMINO BUILD® NEXT GEN &
NEXT GEN ENERGIZED
• Clinical doses of key ingredients shown
to build muscle & strength
• Core ingredients backed by 4 clinical studies
• Coconut water & watermelon juice complex,
plus electrolytes
• Energized formula delivers naturally sourced
caﬀeine for immediate energy, focus & intensity
• Amazing refreshing taste!

bold FLAVORS
AMINO BUILD® NEXT GEN:
FRUIT PUNCH

AMINO BUILD® NEXT GEN ENERGIZED:
BLUE RASPBERRY

WHITE RASPBERRY

Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

CONCORD GRAPE

FRUIT PUNCH SPLASH

MACHINE
PULLOVER
Phil’s Philosophy: “This exercise
was added to my routine because of
the width I wanted to add to the rib
cage. I could have gone with a
dumbbell pullover, but on this
machine, I noticed I could pull more
with my elbows. A lot of times, people
want to use their hands to pull down
on that bar. But I’m getting a good
stretch by letting the pads push my
elbows back. And when you’re pulling
down, your hands are guiding it but
not pulling it. Pulling with the elbows is
putting emphasis on the lats. If you
don’t pull down with the elbows,
you’re hitting more triceps.”
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PHIL
HEATH

Height 5'9" Weight 250 pounds (contest);
280 pounds (off-season) Birth Date Dec. 18, 1979
Residence Denver, CO Nickname “the Gift”
Career Highlights 2011–2015 Mr. Olympia, 1st; 2013 Arnold
Classic Europe, 1st; 2011–2012 Sheru Classic, 1st; 2008
Ironman Pro, 1st; 2006 New York Pro, 1st; 2006 Colorado
Pro, 1st; 2005 NPC USA Championship, heavyweight and
overall winner
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ONLY AT
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Steve Kuclo’s
midnight meals,
motivation to
bodybuild, Cody
Montgomery’s
ﬁrst overseas
trip, Big Ramy’s
favorite U.S.
gym, Dany
Garcia on Project
Rock, and more!

ST

1 SET
CHARLES LOW THIAN

The 212 champ reveals how
those clay-molding skills from
Art 101 can help your
bodybuilding endeavors.

Phil Heath’s got important
news to get off his really thick
chest and we’ve got the
exclusive here!

ALL THE HOT
TOPICS IN
BODYBUILDING
& FITNESS

Garrett Downing is built
Marine tough! The war vet
shows you how to build a set
of dense traps.

The Blond Bomber outlines
his full-body workout that you
can complete in less than an
hour. Feel the burn!

MROLYMPIA.COM
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1ST SET

ASK THE CHAMP

VEGAS LOOMING
THE 212 CHAMP ON THE OLYMPIA WEEKEND AND BEING AN “ARTIST”

Other than
the 212
Showdown,
what is your
favorite part
of the
Olympia
Weekend?
Meeting the
fans. It’s
not just one
event during
the Olympia
Weekend,
it’s all of it,
because it
all revolves
around the
fans. People
come from
all over the
world to be
there, to stand
in line one or
two hours
to meet the
pros. Some
people are
so nervous
they can’t talk.
Some cry. I
just love being
there. Part
of being a
champion is
about how
you conduct
yourself
offstage with
the fans.
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PER BERNAL

you consider
Q Do
yourself an artist?

INTRODUCING

AS C E N T

™

PR O T E I N
available at

AS C E N T P R O T E I N . C OM

1ST SET

WEIDER ATHLETES WEIGH IN

What was it like to go on your ﬁrst
overseas tour, the Arnold Classic
Australia?

My trainer wants me to start slamming down
a whey shake at four in the morning every
day! Do you or other pros need to eat in the
middle of the night?
A: There are a lot of pros who do eat during the
night or wake up in the middle of the night to eat.
I personally try to sleep as much as possible, but
if I do wake up hungry, I will slam a shake or eat
something small. It does feel like there’s not
enough time in a day to get in all the calories
I need, so eating when I wake up at night is
deﬁnitely an option to ensure that I make my gains.
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WILLIAM BONAC
What motivated you to become a
bodybuilder?
A: Flex Wheeler was one of my
favorites when I was in my teens.
I started training when I was 13 or
14 years old, but then a decade
later, when I saw Kai Greene, I
knew it was what I wanted to do.
A year after that, I was competing.
Is the sport of bodybuilding well
regarded in the Netherlands?
A: Well, remember, we are a small
country—bodybuilding is not really
big over here. The bodybuilding
community is a small group, and
within the community, the fans are
very supportive.

PER BERNAL (2); CHARLES LOW THIAN

STEVE
KUCLO

You’ve tweeted about Project
Rock. What is it?

JUAN MOREL

• 25 grams of protein

We’re not having much success
getting our teenage daughters
engaged in physical ﬁtness.
Any suggestions?

You did two contests in March and
the New York Pro in May. Is it hard on
your body?
A: I love what I do. Once you’re in the
ﬂow, if you slow down, regain all the
weight, it’s hard to keep it up. If you’re
feeling good, it’s good. If not, it’s a
drag. But you signed up and you
commit to it, that’s what it is in
the end.
When you win a contest like the New
York Pro, as you did in 2015, do you
feel an obligation to return the next
year to defend the title?
A: I have to try to defend the New
York Pro title. The New York Pro is
my Olympia. It’s my hometown. After
the Olympia and the Arnold, it’s the
biggest show. Winning there means
everything to me. (Note: Morel
placed sixth.)

MAMDOUH
ELSSBIAY

JAMES PATRICK; PER BERNAL (2)

When you’re in the United States,
what is your favorite place to train?
A: Bev’s Powerhouse Gym, in
Syosset, NY.
What are the major differences
between bodybuilders’ diets in the
United States and in the Middle East?
A: I don’t think there’s much
difference, really, because
bodybuilders all eat the same food:
chicken, steak, ﬁsh, turkey, rice, oats,
potatoes, and vegetables. It’s the
same basics for all of us.
Have a question for our Weider Athletes?
Ask it on the FLEX Facebook page for a chance to see it here.

MROLYMPIA.COM
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ASK THE CHAMP

SPLIT
DECISION

IN AN EXCLUSIVE FLEX INTERVIEW,
PHIL HEATH EXPLAINS THE END OF HIS
ASSOCIATION WITH GIFTED NUTRITION
Q What was your motivation
for starting Gifted Nutrition?
PHIL HEATH: I was ready to
start building my personal brand,
what I envisioned as an elite
health, wellness, and ﬁtness
brand to offer customers solid
products that have been tested
for superior quality and taste.
Q In general, your Mr. O
predecessors started their
lines of products after they
retired. Why not wait?
That’s true—it would’ve been a
lot easier to work for another
company while I’m still
competing, but I wanted to
take on the challenge of
creating my own company. I
have a business degree, and
I know that starting any new
business venture is extremely
risky, but it’s a move I was ready
to make. In hindsight, there might
be some wisdom in waiting until
retirement, when I could dedicate
all my time to overseeing all
aspects of the venture. What can I
say? Some lessons you learn
inexpensively, while others,
unfortunately, can be very
expensive.
Q What are some of the
things you learned in
launching Gifted Nutrition?
It takes a lot to launch a
supplement line! I learned how
the sports-nutrition industry
works—from operations and
ﬁnancial breakdowns to product
SKUs and marketing. I also
learned that it is extremely difficult
to create a supplement company
in this oversaturated market and
that, in terms of success or
failure, teamwork is a must in
every aspect.
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BY JAMES RILEY

Q Why did you decide
to leave the company
you started?
Basically, I learned that the
company’s ﬁnances had been
mismanaged—by others who
were in charge of day-to-day
operations. Some people will say,
‘Hey, you were the president of
Gifted Nutrition for the last year—
weren’t you also in charge of
operations?’ But my role in the
company, the job I performed by
giving 100% effort toward the
goal of growing Gifted, was
making worldwide public
appearances in support of GN,
promoting GN products on
multiple platforms—spreading the
word wherever and whenever I
could—and winning Mr. Olympia.
While I was out doing that job,
there were others tasked with
carrying out day-to-day financial
operations, but they let me down.
They let GN down. Sure, there
were growing pains early on—
for example, there was a
manufacturer that falsely
claimed it had Food and Drug
Administration approval, and then
we had to change manufacturers,
which meant GN absorbed a huge
loss. Finally, when there were
signs of internal wrongdoing,
conduct I couldn’t condone, it
started to seem like there was no
light at the end of the tunnel.

Honestly, I felt they worked so
well that I wanted to endorse
them. I believe that Gifted was
putting out high-quality products.
I loved all but a couple of them, not
because they didn’t work, but
because of the timing of their
release dates and names. Using
my likeness helped generate
sales, but I believed in what I
was promoting.
Q Will Gifted Nutrition
products still be available?
As far as I know, Gifted Nutrition
products are still available.
Q What about your clothing
line, Gifted Athletics?
The two companies are not
affiliated. I still operate Gifted
Athletics and continue moving
forward with creating new
products for this year.
Q Do you think this will hurt
your image?
I hope people will understand
why I departed. I’ve already
spoken with many clients who
gave GN their business based
solely upon my involvement
because I care about their
well-being. I have always had a
great reputation with people in

the supplement industry, and
that will not change. As for fans—
well, anyone who follows me
knows that I went all out for GN,
and I think they’ll be shocked to
learn that I didn’t proﬁt at all. I
conducted myself honorably. All
in all, I left what had become a
very negative situation for me,
and regardless of whether
someone is a fan of mine, they
should understand that this was
the best route for me.
Q What are your future
business plans in the
industry?
My future consists of speaking
with various companies within the
industry, having important and
fully transparent conversations,
and signing with a new company.
I have no legal restrictions
whatsoever on doing business
with anyone else in the industry or
endorsing similar products. I will
continue to travel to various
events, participate in the same
fashion as I have in the past with
my Gifted Athletics clothing line,
do training demos and seminars,
and of course prioritize my
participation in the Olympia to
bring home as many titles as
possible!

Q How much did you proﬁt
from Gifted Nutrition?
I never proﬁted from GN. I never
received a paycheck, nor was I
reimbursed for my expenses. I
paid for my own ﬂights, hotels,
food, and other expenses on
numerous GN trips, which was
contrary to my agreement with
GN. To be clear, I did not ﬁnance
the company, but I did pay for the
company payroll twice after
ﬁnding out that GN was unable to
do so. In reality, I am a creditor of
Gifted Nutrition.

PER BERNAL

Q You’ve talked a lot about
the quality of GN products,
and GN used your name and
likeness to generate sales.
By resigning, are you
suggesting that the products
or the company were not up
to your standards?
The products were great! I took
those products religiously.
MROLYMPIA.COM
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BY GREG MERRITT

GARRETT
DOWNING
THIS MARINE VETERAN
LOVED HEAVY-METAL WORKOUTS

Bodybuilding is brutal. That’s
true not just of the best workouts
and strictest diets but also of
contest results. Take Garrett
Downing and his scant tally of
titles. He won the 1995 California
Championships and nothing else.
Downing turned pro by taking
the heavyweight class of the
1999 USA Championships but not
the overall, and in 14 pro shows
from 2000 to 2005 his highest
ﬁnish was ﬁfth. At 5'7" and 220,
his upper body was superb,
but his legs lagged.
His love of heavy metal was
born in Kuwait. While serving
five years in the Marines, including
11 months of combat duty in the
first Gulf War, he powerlifted. He
carried that man-versus-metal
mentality to his bodybuilding
workouts. Unfortunately, while
he was doing stiff-leg deadlifts
with a monstrous 405 in 2003,
the metal won. His hamstrings
tore. Downing returned to daises,
but high placings still eluded him.
Philosophical about his lack of
success, this perpetually friendly
war veteran said, “I really want
to be remembered for my
character and for contributing
something to bodybuilding.”

FLEX FACT

AS A MEMBER OF
THE MARINE CORPS
POWERLIFTING
TEAM, DOWNING
DEADLIFTED 750 AT
198 POUNDS.
DOWNING’S

TRAPS ROUTINE
Barbell Shrug

3

15–20

Dumbbell Shrug

3

15–20

TRAPS
TRAINING
64

“I train traps after back.
It seems to me that traps are
more functionally integral
with back than shoulders.”

FLEX | SEPTEMBER ’16

“Just shrug straight up. Don’t rotate
your shoulders forward and backward.
That’s wasted motion, and it can torque
your shoulders.”

“The barbell allows
me to move a lot of iron,
but dumbbells give me
a greater range of motion.”

CHRIS LUND

DOWNING ON

Ashley Guarrasi
Team Nutrishop
Personal Trainer and
Boxing Coach

CREATE YOUR DREAMJOB.
According to a Harris Interactive survey, 55% of working adults are in search of a new
profession. So why not turn your passion for fitness and nutrition into your own business?
We carry the top brands and the latest nutritional supplements with guaranteed low prices.
The right concept, the right opportunity, the right time. Open a Nutrishop today!

www.NutrishopUSA.com | NutrishopUSA
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BLOND BOMBER

BY DAVE DRAPER

IN A PINCH

THIS FULL-BODY ROUTINE WILL HAVE YOU IN AND
OUT OF THE GYM IN LESS THAN AN HOUR

ABS
2
SUPERSET WITH

2

TRISET WITH

Here’s a 55-minute routine I put
together for our in-a-hurry lunch
crowd at the gym. I usually
suggest that a new person stay
with this type of program for four
to six weeks in order to practice
the form of the exercises, feel the
ﬂow of the workout, and begin to
understand their ﬁtness level.
Many times someone will stick
to the program forever because
of time constraints—occasionally
changing the specific exercises to
stave off boredom. After a few
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weeks of this workout, try a new
switch. You’ll know when to
change because you’ll feel bored
and unchallenged at the gym.
There are a lot of ways to mix
things up, and the only ways you
can really go wrong are by
working out a smaller muscle
group before a bigger one, such
as triceps before chest, and by
staying on a full-body plan
indefinitely—anything else is gravy.
Now, let’s set some goals and see
some progress!

Dumbbell Pullover

3–4

12

Cable Row

3–4

12

3–4

12

3–4

12

3–4

12

ARMS
Barbell Curl
SUPERSET WITH

Dip

LEGS
Squat

*Begin workout with 15–20 minutes of
cardio.

CHRIS LUND/COURTESY OF WEIDER HEALTH & FITNESS

CHEST/BACK

What’s your

today?

Conquer the day with Mission1TM Clean Protein Bars. Loaded with
VQUPHPGQSPUFJO VQUPHPGƇCFS OPBSUJƇDJBMDPMPSTPSƈBWPST
BOE[FSPTVHBSBMDPIPMT .JTTJPOTMJTUIFDMFBOFTUQSPUFJOCBSFWFS
1MVT JUşTTXFFUFOFEXJUI4UFWJB5SZJUJOGPVSEFMJDJPVTƈBWPST

#mission1bar

mission1bar

mission1bar.com

iHerb

®
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INSPIRATION

BY ANDREW GUTMAN

SPIRIT
LIFTED

K.C. Mitchell doesn’t want your
pity. He’s spent enough time
wallowing in his own—and he’s over
it. Before the 240-pound
powerlifter, dubbed “That 1 Leg
Monster,” began decimating
able-bodied competitors on the
platform in 2015, he wandered
down an all-too-familiar path many
military folks traverse: addiction.
The downturn can be traced to
April 3, 2010. Mitchell, now 31, an
Army staff sergeant on his
second tour in Afghanistan, was
on patrol with his unit when they
drove over an explosive device.
Lying in the dirt and bleeding out,
Mitchell had no idea where he
was. When he came to, “I ended
up being in a hospital bed for the
next four months,” he recalls. “I
wasn’t able to move.”
His ankle was fractured, his
right knee was shattered, and
both legs were shrouded in
third-degree burns. Worse yet,
Mitchell still had to decide what
to do about his left leg: endure
years of agony and physical
therapy or amputate.
In November 2010, Mitchell
made an “easy decision.”
“I saw other amputees doing
well at the hospital,” he explains. “I
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knew with the amount of pain that
I was in that I would be better off
[amputating the leg].”
It took three years and more
than 30 surgeries for Mitchell to
reach a point where he was ready
to rejoin the Army, but his injuries
proved too severe. He was
presented the Purple Heart—a
bittersweet moment for him—and
afterward chose to retire. With
his body taken from him and his
career cut short, Mitchell quickly
spiraled into a depression. To
cope, he became a shut-in and
popped painkillers, existing but
not living.
“I was just using them to put
myself into a whole other place
because I was so depressed,”
he admits.

Mitchell reached the bottom of
his dispirited abyss on a trip to
Disneyland for his daughter’s
second birthday. Every step
through “the Happiest Place on
Earth” was sad and painful. He
couldn’t make it a block before
having to sit down to catch his
breath and pop more pills. “The
next thing you know I was walking
around high as a kite. It ruined the
whole trip,” Mitchell says. “I looked
at my wife and said, ‘I’m sorry…
I’m going to fix this.’ As soon as I
got home, I went to my medicine
cabinet and dumped every pain
pill that I had down the toilet.”
Then he adopted a strict diet
and workout regimen. After
months of clean eating and hitting
the weights, his steps became

MAG PHOTOGR APHY

AT AGE 25, ARMY SGT.
K.C. MITCHELL LOST
HIS LEG IN COMBAT—
AND HIS SENSE OF
SELF-WORTH. SIX
YEARS LATER, HE’S AN
ELITE POWERLIFTER
WHO SCOFFS AT
THE WORD DISABLED.
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competitive edge you need.
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POWER UP Boost key factors for increasing blood ﬂow*†2-4,6

Bioavailability of Increased Blood Arginine Levels*†5

START STRONG Feel the difference, increase energy quickly and safely*2,6

30%
25%

GET IN THE ZONE Crush limitations with extreme focus*1
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‡

‡
‡
‡

20%

‡

15%

BOOST MUSCLE PUMP Unleash your ﬂex with increases in muscle volume*†3,4,6

‡
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STAY IN THE GAME Combat muscle damage from exercise*†2,6

0%
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®
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Results compared to baseline.
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

1ST SET

INSPIRATION
competition, last January,
was a push-and-pull meet, where
he clinched first place with a
418-pound bench press and a
530-pound deadlift. Next up is a
full powerlifting meet on Sept. 24.
He’s dedicated the last eight
months to squatting for depth.
“We didn’t know if it would be
possible,” he says. “I just knew
that I would do everything I could
to try to make it happen.”
He nearly died in the dirt for
his country and was once able to
squat close to 500 pounds, but
Mitchell is now focused on
furthering his new career. He
wants to be the first amputee
to compete at Nationals, and
he wants to deadlift 630 pounds.
But above all else, he wants

people to remember his name.
“Once my daughter is married,
my last name is gone,” Mitchell
says, explaining that his ordeal
left him unable to procreate.
“When I pass away, I want [my
daughter] to get online and show
my grandkids, ‘Look at Grandpa.
He was a crazy SOB…He went
through the worst things
ever and he overcame.’ That’s
my goal. I’d rather be crushed
by hundreds of pounds than not
know what I’m capable of.”

“I’D RATHER BE
CRUSHED BY
HUNDREDS OF
POUNDS THAN
NOT KNOW
WHAT I’M
CAPABLE OF.”

MAG PHOTOGR APHY

more fluid, he could walk farther,
and he was starting to look like a
powerful lifter instead of a couch
potato. After joining Metroflex gym
in Long Beach, CA, where a lot of
his YouTube “idols” trained, Mitchell’s
outlook on lifting morphed from his
treatment to his obsession, which
was to inspire people like those who
had inspired him. While attending a
national powerlifting competition in
Las Vegas to support a friend,
Mitchell had his eureka moment and
wanted to get his name out to the
world by lifting “some really, really
heavy-ass weight.”
His prosthetic leg and
nonexistent ankle mobility
makes squatting difficult, but
Mitchell refuses to compete
in the disabled division. His first
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THIS MONTH’S SPECIAL OFFERS
CELL-TECH:™ FOR
INCREASED MUSCLE
SIZE AND STRENGTH

DON’T
BREAKDOWN,
BREAKTHROUGH!

MuscleTech® All-in-One Whey Plus
Greens delivers 25 grams of premium,
high biological value 100% whey protein,
plus a host of vitamins, minerals and
nutrients, greens, ﬁber, omegas and
probiotics. It’s our most complete protein
smoothie and the perfect whey to star
your day! Plus, it does this all with bestin-class taste you’ll love!

Day-in, day-out training takes its
toll on the body. REGENETOR is
designed to help Replenish, Repair,
and Rebuild what the gym tears down
so that you’re always ready for your
next workout. Free samples available.
U.S. mailing addresses only. Limit one
per household while supplies last.

muscletech.com

OutoftheLab.net

ISOFLEX®: TRULY
SUPERIOR PROTEIN NOW WITH
SCOOP-LOCK™

STIM JUNKIE’S
PRE-WORKOUT

ALLMAX ISOFLEX is a high quality Whey
Protein Isolate with 0g Sugar, 0g Fat, 1g Carb and
27g Protein. ISOFLEX stimulates lean muscle
growth and provides the nutrients needed to fuel
your performance. Now with SCOOP-LOCK™
Technology! It locks your scoop just under the
lid, so you never lose your scoop! Try our newest
ﬂavors Caramel Macchiato and Cookies & Cream.
Don’t compromise on quality. Pros who depend
on their results, depend on ISOFLEX.

Mega-dosed and customized to
make you go crazy in the gym
like never before. 5150 gives you
more than sheer energy; it will
give you frightening pumps and
vascularity, focus you can cut
with a knife, and all with a great
taste and easy mixability.

Get your 5% Nutrition 5150 Pre-Workout today at
www.5PercentNutrition.com

ALLMAXNutrition.com

R1 WHEY BLEND
100% WHEY PROTEIN
BLEND FORMULA

AN INCREDIBLE
WORKOUT – EVERY
TIME!

MESOMORPH™ PREWORKOUT COMPLEX!

Our 100% Whey Protein Blend is a rapidly
digesting complete protein, low in lactose
and easy to digest. A high quality Whey
Protein tailored to meet the needs of all
athletes alike, R1 WHEY BLEND is the 1—
Try our Chocolate Fudge today!

IMPETUS is distinctively formulated to
support the six essentials of a great training
session – Energy, Alertness, Endurance,
Focus, Intensity, and Pump – to ensure
every workout is an incredible one. Try a
free sample. Limit one per household while
supplies last. U.S. mailing addresses only.

APS Mesomorph™ is the KING of preworkout powders! Mesomorph™, the
complete pre-workout powder that is
the only product on the market to deliver
FULL CLINICAL DOSAGE AMOUNTS of
its state-of-the-art ingredients, including
DMAA and Creatine Nitrate! No ﬁllers and
no crash! Available in the hottest ﬂavor
on the market “Rocket Pop” as well as the
brand new throwback ﬂavor “Tutti Fruitti.”

FREE SAMPLES to ﬁrst 100 visitors to
ruleoneproteins.com
*limit 1 per household

OutoftheLab.net

apsnutrition.com
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Should you
lighten the load
to “feel” your
target muscle
working during
compound lifts?
Or do isolation
moves instead?

PER BERNAL

LIFT

The WSM shows you a
killer move.
Choose exercises
wisely to shorten
recovery.
Take a little rest to get
those extra growth
reps.
It’s leg day and Neil
Hill’s got six tricks
for you.
Three moves to
stretch your
shirtsleeves.

TRAINING TIPS TO POWER UP YOUR WORKOUTS
MROLYMPIA.COM
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ONLY THE STRONG

JOIN THE
CIRCUS

MASTERING THE CIRCUS DUMBBELL PRESS

BY BRIAN SHAW,
THREE-TIME WORLD’S STRONGEST MAN

The circus dumbbell press is
one of the most entertaining
events to watch in a strongman
competition and a great test
of overall body strength. It takes
a tremendous amount of
practice, athletic ability, balance,
coordination, explosive strength,
and power.
So, you may be thinking to
yourself that pressing a circus
dumbbell looks fun, but you have
no clue where to get started
with your training. One thing to
keep in mind is that you probably
won’t need a 300-pound dumbbell.
I first started with the normal-size
dumbbells at the gym and worked
my way up from there. Here are
my tips for getting started:
Place the dumbbell on the floor in
front of you, between your legs. If
it’s heavy enough that you can’t use
one hand to bring it to your shoulder,
use two hands to swing it up. Think of
performing a kettlebell swing to get the
dumbbell to your shoulder instead of
trying to do a modified hammer curl.
Once you swing it up, get the
dumbbell into a comfortable
position on your shoulder. Take your
free hand away and press with one
arm. I like to stick my nonpressing
arm out to the side for balance. Make
sure you take an athletic foot
stance—about shoulder-width
apart—so you have a good, solid base.
Keep your core tight and breathe in
before you begin to press.
The best way to “press” the
dumbbell is to incorporate a
push-jerk technique, which basically
means that you explode and jump with
your legs to get the dumbbell moving
and then “catch” it at arm’s length
overhead.

SAMPLE WORKOUT
Warm up with lighter dumbbells and bands to
get ready. Complete three to four working
sets of five to six reps each arm (10–12 total
reps). Increase the weight so you can
comfortably complete the reps. Another way
to challenge yourself is to set a clock and try
to complete as many reps as possible in a
given time period between 30–90 seconds.
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JASON BREEZE/COURTESY OF MHP

Once you lock the dumbbell out,
return it to your shoulder and use
two hands to lower it in front of your
legs and then to the ground. Without
rest, go right into your next rep.

THIS IS
THE ONE
about 1 thing. Protein. So when you consider Rule 1 ProteinTM
muscle you’re focused on will be better, too. This is the 1. R1 Protein

86.5%
PROTEIN RATIO

Get Your Sample Pack Today!
ruleoneproteins.com

LIFT

LAB TO GYM

CHOOSE
WISELY
HYPOTHESIS
Q Exercise
selection is
just one of the
many variables
involved in
planning a
training routine.
That being
said, exercise
selection may
have bigger
consequences
than one might
think. There are
clear differences
between an
exercise using
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free weights
and the same
movement on
a machine. Free
weights require
stabilization
of the weight
in several
planes, whereas
machines
provide guided
resistance along
a ﬁxed plane.
In addition,
the required
stabilization may
affect muscle
activation
and force
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generation. For
example, muscle
activation is
higher while
using dumbbells
for chest press,
yet the actual
muscle force
generated is
around 17% less
when using
dumbbells
compared with
using a barbell.
This difference
in muscle
activity and
force generation
could lead to

differences in
recovery.

RESEARCH
Q Researchers
from the
University of
Brazil assigned
men to one of
three groups:
Smith machine
bench press,
barbell bench
press, and
dumbbell bench
press. Muscle
swelling, peak
muscle force,
and soreness

were measured
before,
immediately
after, and then
at 24, 48, 72,
and 96 hours
following
exercise.

FINDINGS
Q The results
differed by
muscle group.
Muscle soreness
and peak force
recovery of the
pecs and front
delts required
48 to 72 hours

to dissipate
for all groups.
The triceps
followed the
same pattern
of soreness
and force
recovery for
Smith machine
and barbell
bench press,
with barbell
being slightly
slower to
recover.
The dumbbell
bench-press
group, however,
did not

PER BERNAL

DIFFERENT EXERCISES REQUIRE
DIFFERENT RECOVERY TIMES

ZERO
STIMULANTS

BY BRYAN HAYCOCK, M.SC.

experience any
soreness of the
triceps. Finally,
the barbell
bench press
was perceived
as the most
taxing of the
three exercises,
requiring up to
96 hours for full
recovery.

CONCLUSION
Q The results
show that
different
modes of the
same exercise

present unique
challenges to
each of the
muscle groups
involved. Prime
movers tend
to be more
similarly affected,
whereas
secondary
muscle groups
may vary greatly
in the extent
they are
activated,
produce force,
and experience
muscle
soreness.

APPLICATION
When planning the training
frequency for a given muscle group,
take into consideration that the
exercises selected may lend
themselves to different training
frequency. It’s a good idea to
alternate between highly taxing
exercises like the barbell bench and
less taxing exercises like dumbbell
benches throughout the week.

CLA
Garcinia Cambogia
Extract
L-Carnitine Tartrate
Raspberry Ketones
Decaffeinated Green
Tea Extract

www.ruleoneproteins.com
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TRAINING STYLES

BY GREG MERRITT

DOGGCRAPP
TRAINER DUSTY

GIVE IT A REST

USE REST-PAUSE AND CLUSTER SETS TO EKE OUT EXTRA REPS
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PUT TO REST
Rest-pause has long been the
most overlooked intensity
technique. Maybe that’s due to
bad branding. The name’s
redundancy is confusing, and it
sounds like a euphemism for a
catnap instead of a way to crank
up workout intensity. It certainly
lacks the pizzazz of supersets or
forced reps. Imagine if what we
call rest-pause was instead
known as a power pause or
super-rest.
The other problem with restpause is that it’s always been
associated with high-intensity

training, and HIT has never been
particularly popular. First, it was
seen as another step up the HIT
ladder in Mike Mentzer’s Heavy
Duty system, and today it’s a key
component of Doggcrapp.
However, you don’t have to be a
HIT man to benefit from restpause. Like supersets and forced
reps, anyone can use it as a
means of pushing sets beyond
full-rep failure.
Let’s say you reach failure on a
set of Smith machine shoulder
presses at 10 reps. Rerack the
weight, but keep your hands set

PAVEL Y THJALL

You can’t overstate the
importance of rest. A break of a
minute or more between sets
allows you to regain strength for
your next set, and days between
working a body part foster
recovery and muscle growth.
There is also a third potential
beneﬁt of “loaﬁng”—rapid recovery
during sets. There are two ways
to do this: the old but neglected
technique of rest-pause and the
trendy system of cluster sets.
Rest assured, both will enable
you to compile more growthinducing reps.

REST-PAUSE
& CLUSTER-SET
BACK ROUTINE
Deadlift

4

3+3+3*

Front Pulldown

4

10+2+1**

Barbell Row

4

4+4+4*

Low-pulley Row

4

10+2+1**

CASEIN

Divide your reps into three subsets, and rest
15 to 20 seconds between subsets.
Because of the rest breaks, cluster sets
allow you to total more reps than you could with
continuous reps.
Subsets should be in the three- to ﬁve-rep range.
Push only the ﬁnal subset to failure.

REST

THIS IS

* Cluster sets (rest 20 seconds
between subsets)
** Rest-pause (rest 15 seconds
after reaching failure)

NO REST FOR THE WEARY

on the bar, wait 10 to 15
seconds, and go again. You get
two more reps. Repeat the
process. You get one more
rep. Therefore, rest-pause has
not only allowed you to scrape
up three extra reps, but those
reps were all at near failure,
and instead of one failure point
(at 10 reps), you’ve had three
(at 10, 12, and 13 reps), meaning
you’ve extended your set by
racking up the sort of reps that
best stimulate growth. That’s
why rest-pause should be in
your workout arsenal.

Cluster sets share the concept
of intra-set breaks with
rest-pause, but they differ
because they have only one
true failure point. Let’s return
to our example of Smith
machine shoulder presses
done with a weight that limits
you to 10 continuous reps.
Cluster sets break your set
into subsets. So in our
example, you’ll perform three
subsets of four reps each. Do
four reps, rack the weight but
keep your hands set, wait 15 to
20 seconds, do another four
reps, rack the weight again,
and then do a ﬁnal subset of as
many reps as possible,
typically getting three to ﬁve.
If you get four reps on each of
the three subsets, you’ve done
12 in an extended sequence
with two breaks instead of
10 continuously.
Because you should always

MUSCLE RECOVERY
DELAYED MICELLAR
CASEIN ABSORPTION

LIFT

TRAINING STYLES

D.C. TRAINER
DAVID HENRY
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REST ASSURED
To supercharge intensity, combine
cluster sets with rest-pause. Let’s
return to our Smith machine
shoulder presses and that weight
you can hoist 10 continuous times.
Get four reps, rest 20 seconds,
get four more, rest 20, go to
failure (four), rest 15, do as many
reps as you can (two), rest 15, and

go to failure one last time (one).
With 70 seconds of breaks, you’ve
totaled 15 reps, 50% more than
you could do without pausing.
Combining cluster sets and
rest-pause is a double-barreled
assault, so utilize this no more
than three times per workout.
Resting may be the key to
cranking up your intensity.

CHARLES LOW THIAN

be able to get one to three more
reps with cluster sets versus a
typical set, clustering is an
excellent way of breaking through
strength plateaus. Your mind and
muscles grow accustomed to
totaling more reps with the same
weight or the same reps with
more weight. This requires a bit of
planning. If you can get eight
continuous reps, break your three
subsets into three reps each. If
you can get 10 continuous reps,
try for three subsets of four reps.
And if you can do 12 continuous
reps, aim for three subsets of five
reps. In each of those cases, push
your final subset to failure.

Set the weight down, or rerack it at the end of each subset, but remain
prepared to go again soon.
Cluster sets are great for overcoming strength plateaus.
Use a clock’s second hand or a smartphone timer to calibrate your pauses.
Cluster sets can be combined with rest-pause to dramatically boost intensity.

DAILY
PERFORMANCE

CLINICALLY RESEARCHED KEY INGREDIENTS

ESSENTIALS

LIMITED-TIME OFFER
Buy any two
SX-7 Black Onyx™
items & get one
®

FREE!
8/23-10/31
Participating stores only.
Cannot be combined with
any other offer.

Daily performance essentials
with key ingredients backed
by real science

Omega 4X SX-7® Black Onyx™

VitaMax Sport SX-7® Black Onyx™

• Next generation omega-3 formula

• Elite performance multivitamin designed
speciﬁcally for hard-training athletes

MuscleTech® understands that you need
to make sure your nutrition is the best it
can be to support your busy days and
uncompromising training goals. The two
newest members of the SX-7® Black Onyx™
wellness line were designed to support
hard-training athletes with premium
products they can stack seamlessly
together – creating the ideal general health
support stack for athletes.

• Supplies 1,200mg of omega-3 fatty acids
per serving

®

RESEARC H & DEVELOPMENT

• Engineered with 80% concentration ﬁsh oil,
one of the highest available
• Features a 150mg dose of docosapentaenoic
acid (DPA) and 1,000 IU of vitamin D
• Easy-to-swallow, enteric-coated softgels

• Delivers 20 vitamins and minerals at
100% Daily Value or more
• Scientiﬁcally dosed with key ingredients
that help increase power, performance
and blood ATP levels
• Features Terminalia, elevATP®, Extramel®
and BioPerine®
• Convenient, stackable, once-daily formula

EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT

MUSCLETECH.COM
Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc.

Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016
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NEIL “YODA” HILL

BY NEIL HILL

Y3T WEEK 3
LEG WORKOUT
EXERCISE

SETS

REPS

3

TIRED OF CHICKEN LEGS? IGNITE NEW
GROWTH WITH THESE SIX TIPS.

3
3
4

1 MULTIPLE
REP RANGES
Inducing muscle hypertrophy
as quickly as possible is best
achieved via multiple rep ranges
(low, moderate, and high).
2 ISOMETRIC
CONTRACTIONS
The pause, combined with
squeezing the muscle against
the resistance, ignites the
involvement of high-threshold
motor units, which instantly
results in heightened muscleﬁber recruitment.
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3 CHANGE THE ANGLE
Altering your stance on the leg
press, hack squats, or regular
squats is a great way to change
the angle of attack on your thighs.
4 STRETCH YOUR
HAMSTRINGS
This is particularly important if
you sit a lot during the day, since
it’s far more likely that your lower
back and hip mobility will be poor.
5 BLOOD VOLUMIZATION
The fascia can be very restricting
because it can suppress your
muscle ﬁber so that it cannot
expand further. Constantly
ﬂushing blood into your thighs
will break down the fascia’s
resistance over time and enable
room for more growth. This also
supports sarcoplasmic
hypertrophy, which will lead to
extra volume added to your thighs.

4
2

6 TENSION
Tension is the foundation of
eliciting a hypertrophic response
because it adds greater levels of
stress on the muscle, which then
leads to more high-threshold
motor units becoming involved.
Pay attention to eccentric
(negative) phases of each rep,
using a four- to ﬁve-second period
on your lower rep sets, three to
four seconds on your moderate
rep ranges, and two to three
seconds on high-rep ranges.

PAVEL Y THJALL

Q Legs are the most demanding
body part to train, and that
requires a very willing mind to
push through your natural pain
barrier. That’s the harsh reality.
With that covered, I’ve created
a six-point plan to build a set
of 3-D legs.

FROM GNC’S #1 SELLING EXCLUSIVE BRAND

1

NEW
FOR

NEUROSENSORY

EXPERIENCE

LIMITED-TIME OFFER
Buy any two
SX-7 Black Onyx™
items & get one
®

FREE!
8/23-10/31
Participating stores only.X

ALSO LOOK FOR
MuscleTech® researchers have continued to
evolve the pre-workout category by delivering
a targeted neurosensory-enhancing formula
for improved mental focus and unrivaled
intensity. Just one dose of #Shatter SX-7®
Black OnyxTM Neuro provides explosive
energy to power you through your toughest
workouts. Plus, unlike the competition, every
ingredient is fully disclosed, so there’s no
surprises – just mind-blowing potency.

Enhanced Mental Focus
• The most powerful blend of neurosensory
and energy ingredients ever
• Provides acetyl-L-carnitine, alpha-GPC,
huperzine and two unique forms of choline

#Shatter SX-7®
Black OnyxTM
Ripped
PRE-WORKOUT/
WEIGHT LOSS
HYBRID
FORMULA

• Powerful dose of beta-alanine for
strength and citrulline for vasodilation
and muscle pumps

EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE AT

MUSCLETECH.COM
Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc.

1Based on combined SX-7® brand sales at GNC
X

®

All SX-7 brand items qualify. Promotion subject to change.
Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016
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ON TRIAL

BY BRYAN HAYCOCK, M.SC.

MIND YOUR
MUSCLES
SHOULD YOU DITCH YOUR EGO FOR A BETTER
MIND-MUSCLE CONNECTION?

OPENING
ARGUMENTS
Defense
Bodybuilding, as
opposed to
powerlifting or
Olympic lifting, is
about building
muscle. Not only
that, but each
muscle must
also be
developed with
whole-body
symmetry in
mind. This
means it is very
important to be
able to focus
one’s efforts on
a specific
muscle. For
most lifters,
especially those
early in their
bodybuilding
career, the only
way to focus
on one muscle
out of several
that are
contributing
during an
exercise, is to
lighten the
weight and really
concentrate on
“squeezing” the
muscle of
interest.
Prosecution
By lightening the
weight in order
to focus on a
specific muscle,
all you are doing
is reducing the
activity of all the
other muscles,
leaving the
muscle of
interest the only
one really doing
anything. If only
one muscle is of
interest during
any given set,
don’t do
compound
exercises;
instead, do
isolation
exercises.

EVIDENCE
Q A study
in the European
Journal of
Applied
Physiology
showed that
focusing on the
pecs during
bench presses
did indeed
increase
relative muscle
activation of
the pecs.
Q In the same
study, focusing
on the triceps
also increased
activation of the
pecs, unless the
weight was very,
very light.
Q In a study
using biceps
curls, subjects
were asked
to focus on
their biceps
contracting or
on the bar they
were moving. In
all cases,
significantly
higher muscle
output was seen
when subjects
focused on the
bar they were
moving rather
than the biceps.

VERDICT
There is no
data supporting
the notion that
performing
compound lifts
with light
weight in order
to focus on only
one muscle
provides a
superior
stimulus
compared with
performing the
lift in a
traditional
manner.

When trying to bring up speciﬁc body parts, forgo
trying to make one muscle do all the work during
compound lifts and stick with isolation exercises.
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SENTENCING

ROBERT TIMMS

US AIR FORCE
CANCER SURVIVOR
IFBB PRO CLASSIC PHYSIQUE

YOU ARE AN ATHLETE.
ISO100®. The protein for ALL athletes.
The difference between striving for your goals
and crushing them is ISO100. Fast-digesting,
hydrolyzed, 100% whey protein isolate, available
in tons of ﬂavors and developed with the proven
amounts of protein and BCAAs per serving. Use
ISO100 before your workouts, after workouts or
anytime you need to up your high-quality protein
intake. Crush your goals with ISO100.

#IAmAnAthlete
and show us what makes you an athlete.

© 2016 Dymatize Enterprises LLC. All Rights Reserved.

TYPICAL AMOUNTS PER SERVING

PROTEIN

BCAAS

LEUCINE

SUGAR

25 g 5.5 g 2.7 g 0 g
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CROSSHAIRS

BY BRYAN HAYCOCK, M.SC.

THE
TRIFECTA
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FORM AND FUNCTION: The
origin for the long head is at the
scapula. This allows it to be
stretched by raising your arm
overhead. The origin of the lateral
and medial heads is on the
humerus. They all share the same
insertion, which is at the elbow
attaching to the ulna.

extended toward the ceiling.
Finally, pushdowns lend
themselves to using the rope
attachment. Again, keep your
elbows in tight, and get full stretch
and extension.
ALTERNATIVE: Dips will work in
a pinch.

THE TRICEPS TRIFECTA WORKOUT
Rope Pushdown
y g
One-arm Overhead Extension

3

12–15

3

10–12

3

12–15

PER BERNAL

Hit all three heads of this beast
for terrifying upper-arm mass.
The triceps make up two-thirds
of the total mass of your upper
arm. With three heads to target,
a combination of exercises
serves best to maximally stimulate
the entire triceps. Overhead
triceps extensions, lying triceps
extensions, and pushdowns
cover all the bases.
Overhead triceps extensions
can be performed with a dumbbell
or EZ-bar. Get a full stretch letting
the weight fall behind your head,
then try to get full extension
toward the ceiling. Lying triceps
extensions can also be done with
either dumbbells or an EZ-bar.
Keep your elbows in tight and
pointing at the ceiling as you lower
the weight to your forehead (or
above your head) and then

ADVERTISEMENT

®

Newsstand

100

The sub
sandwich, one
of the greatest
things since,
well, you know.
Firehouse
Subs has plenty
of creative
creations to
choose from,
and we show
you the picks
of the litter.

FOOD & SUPPS
NUTRITION TIPS TO FUEL TRAINING AND GROWTH

ERICA SCHULTZ

Vegetables are the least popular
food for those on a muscle-building
diet, but here’s why you need
to reconsider these colorful and
nutritious morsels.

Sugar sucks! We all know this.
But you don’t need to go completely
sugar-free in your quest to build
muscle and burn fat. Here’s how to do
both and still have fun.

Ditch the greasy, fat-ﬁlled ﬁsh
and chips and chow down with this way
healthier and tastier salmon,
artichoke, and ﬁngerling potatoes dish.
Put down that tartar sauce!

MROLYMPIA.COM
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FOOD FOCUS

BY ADAM BIBLE

CRUCIFEROUS
VEGETABLES

GETTING LOADS OF THESE POPULAR
VEGGIES CAN HELP PUMP YOU UP WITH
VITAMINS AND FIBER, PLUS REDUCE
THE OXIDATIVE STRESS FROM LIFTING HEAVY

KALE

BROCCOLI

Is an excellent
source of
vitamin K, which
directly regulates
our inﬂammatory
response, and a
phytonutrient
called kaempferol
that can lower the
risk of chronic
inﬂammation.
CABBAGE

A good source
of sinigrin, a
glucosinate that
has been shown
to have cancerpreventive
properties. Its high
ﬁber content
can contribute
to lowering
cholesterol
d boosting
scular

BOK CHOY

onutrients,
ants that
ammation,
s vitamin A
rt bone
nd healthy
d is one of
cruciferous
hat has
amount of
fatty

CAULIFLOWER

c
sp
com
inten
as physical activity is, strength
training adds stress to the body,
which can increase harmful
molecules referred to as free
radicals,” says Heather Mangieri,
R.D., L.D.N., spokeswoman for the
Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics.
“Oxidative stress is an overload of
these molecules, and a diet rich in
cruciferous vegetables may help
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to protect against them.”
Other research on cruciferous
vegetables has shown that they
can also offer potent protection
against developing cancer.
“Cruciferous vegetables
have a strikingly high level of
glucosinolates, the compounds

Has a high
amount of two
powerful types of
antioxidants called
carotenoids, which
include cancerﬁghting lutein and
beta-carotene, and
more than 45
different ﬂavonoids
like quercetin that
help prevent heart
disease and
high cholesterol.

FAST FACT
A METAANALYSIS
FOUND THAT
MORE THAN
70% OF THE
STUDIES
REVIEWED TIED
CRUCIFEROUSVEGGIE
CONSUMPTION
TO CANCER
PROTECTION.

TURNIPS

Low calorie but
nutrient dense with
28 calories per
100 grams and high
levels of vitamin C,
potassium, and
vitamin B5, which
helps convert
carbohydrates into
glucose, make red
blood cells, and
maintain a healthy
digestive tract.

ontribute to their distinct
and flavor,” says Mangieri.
rch suggests that the
nolates may help reduce
sk of certain cancers, namely
prostate cancer.” Cruciferous
veggies are also closely
associated with a reduction in
cancer risk in the rectum, lungs,
and breasts.
At a minimum, eat cruciferous
vegetables two to three times
per week, and make the serving
size at least 1½ cups. To better
boost health and reduce oxidative
stress, eat them four to five
times per week, and increase to
2 cups per serving.

ROGER DIXON/GET T Y IMAGES
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EPIQ
Follow us on Twitter and Facebook
and tell us how you fuel your gains:

EpiqResults

@EpiqResults

Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc.
Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

FOOD & SUPPS

ASK THE R.D.

SUGAR HIGHS
AND LOWS
Since sugar has
now replaced fat
as the ingredient to
stay away from,
what’s the deal on
daily limits? Don’t I
need some to fuel my
workouts and give
me energy?

ABOUT THE R.D.
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BY ADAM BIBLE

FOOD & SUPPS

DUDE FOOD
Calories

Protein

Carbs

Fat

SALMON WITH
ARTICHOKES
& FINGERLING POTATOES

IFBB
Pro League bodybuilder
Carlo Filippone is the CEO
of Elite Lifestyle Cuisine
(elitelifestylecuisine.com).

ABOUT THE CHEF

(SERVES 2)

1 cup 100%
pomegranate
juice
2 6-oz wild
salmon fillets
(skin on or
skinless)
8 oz fingerling
potatoes
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DIRECTIONS
2 slices lime
½ cup red onion,
thinly sliced
¼ cup
pomegranate
arils
1 tsp cilantro
1 tbsp extravirgin olive oil

FLEX | SEPTEMBER ’16

1 tbsp whitewine vinegar
tsp freshly
ground black
pepper
1 cup frozen
artichoke hearts
(left at room
temperature
to thaw)

In a 6-qt slow cooker, combine pomegranate juice and ½ cup
water. Stir, cover, and cook on high for 8 to 10 minutes. Add
salmon and potatoes to slow cooker and top with lime
slices. Cover and cook for 20 to 30 minutes, until salmon is
just opaque in center. Meanwhile, in a small bowl, combine
onion, pomegranate arils, cilantro, oil, and vinegar and toss.
Sprinkle with pepper. Divide salmon and potatoes among
serving plates and add artichoke hearts. Top with remaining
mixture and serve.

ERICA SCHULTZ

INGREDIENTS

WHY NOT YOU?
Meet Erick
“I got my ISSA Fitness Nutrition Certification to help me become an expert in my
field and gain the competitive edge with ISSA’s resources and partnerships. ISSA
provides excellent information and helpful resources that demonstrate their
commitment to help students succeed. I was pleased with ISSA’s strong
efforts to partner with growing businesses within the fitness industry
to help students find employment.
I am a partner at The Camp Transformation Centers and help
thousands of people through our various programs such
as the Six Week Weight Loss Challenge. The company is
expanding quickly, four years ago we had two locations,
today there are over 40 locations nationwide!
I am glad I chose ISSA to further my education
and look forward to growing The Camp
Transformation Centers with ISSA Certified
Personal Trainers.”

Bruce K Manson

—Erick Salgado, ISSA SFN
TheCampTC.com

The ISSA Your Trusted Source for Fitness Education Since 1988
ISSA’s nationally accredited distance education programs provide the education
you need to become a Personal Trainer, Elite Trainer, or Master Trainer. Take your
certification courses even higher and earn an Associate’s Degree in Exercise Science
with an Emphasis in Personal Training. TA, MyCAA, and GI Bill approved.

ACCREDITED PROGRAMS

METHODS OF STUDY

Personal Trainer

SELF-PACED: Study at home at your
own pace

Fitness Nutrition
Exercise Therapy
Strength and Conditioning
Youth Fitness
Senior Fitness
Associate’s Degree in Exercise Science
with an Emphasis in Personal Training

GUIDED STUDY: Structured study
track with virtual classroom and
lecture series
DEGREE TRACK: 10-week
undergraduate online course with
weekly lectures, dedicated professor,
and guided classroom discussion

1.800.892.4772 • 1.805.745.8111 (intl)
or visit ISSAflex.com mention flex1609

call

ISSA • 1015 Mark Ave • Carpinteria, CA 93013

FOOD & SUPPS

BY ADAM BIBLE

PRE-WORKOUT

POST-WORKOUT

Chopped Salad
with Turkey

Sriracha Beef Sub

THIS CHAIN HAS BEEN ON FIRE WITH
LOCATIONS POPPING UP ALL OVER THE
COUNTRY. WE RUN DOWN WHAT MENU ITEMS
YOU SHOULD MOVE TO THE FRONT BURNER.
Founded by two former
ﬁreﬁghter brothers in
Jacksonville, FL, Firehouse Subs
started out by focusing on
offering bigger portions of meat
at a more affordable price than
other sub chains. Besides subs
and salads, there’s not much else
to choose from—though the
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Firehouse Chili is a good option,
with respectable macros at
337 calories, 20 grams of protein,
25g of carbs, and 18g of fat.
In 2013 they started their Under
500 Calorie options with “subs” on
rolls and protein-packed salads.
These smaller subs are pretty
good choices with fat staying

below 25g and protein topping 28g
for all of the items. The salads can
get a little fatty, but all (except the
House Chopped Salad) top 28g of
protein. If you do go for a regular
hot or cold sub, stick with the
medium size to keep your macros
under control, as the large sizes
often top more than 1,000 calories
and can pack over 3,500g of
sodium. The USDA recommends
consuming less than 2,300mg per
day. Subs can be a healthier option
than the typical fast-food burger,
but hidden fat and calories can slip
by, so check out our choices.

ERICA SCHULTZ

FIREHOUSE
SUBS

SAVE UP TO $45 FOR A LIMITED TIME!
FOR NEW OR RENEWING SAM’S CLUB® MEMBERS ONLY

THE

VALUE JUST GOT BETTER!
20% MORE PROTEIN AT THE SAME SAM’S CLUB ® PRICE

®

®

1

1
Subjects combining the core ingredients in MuscleTech® Premium 100% Whey Protein Plus (creatine and whey protein) with a weight training program gained 70% more lean muscle than subjects using regular
whey protein (8.8 vs. 5.1 lbs.). Read label before use. © 2016
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BY GREG MERRITT PHOTOGRAPHS BY PER BERNAL

GUNNING
FOUR-TIME 212 OLYMPIA
CHAMP FLEX LEWIS
REVEALS HIS TOP 20
ARM-TRAINING SECRETS
QUndefeated. No pro
bodybuilder has ever avoided
the bitter taste of defeat. That
includes four-time 212 Olympia
winner Flex Lewis, who lost
more than he won during his
ﬁrst three Pro League years.
But since the launch of the 212
division in 2012, Lewis has won
all 12 contests he’s entered.
Unbeaten in the 212, he looks to
continue his winning streak on
Sept. 16-17 with his ﬁfth 212
Olympia title. Two large
reasons for the Welsh Dragon’s
dominance are his left and
right arms, which were once
liabilities but are now strengths.
These are his top 20 armexpanding secrets.

1

DIVIDE AND
CONQUER

“One of the keys to
bringing up my arms
was
ki
bi p
d i p
p
ly
diff
d y .
That allowed me to
give more time to my
arms each week, and
I was able to really
focus on each
muscle.”
2 // MIND TO MUSCLE
“That mind-to-muscle connection
is crucial. You need to make
sure you’re feeling the
muscle working from stretch
to contraction on every rep.
I’ve just recently learned how to
really hit my chest so my front
delts don’t take over. Arms were
the ﬁrst area where I learned how
to focus on them in a way I was
missing before.”
3 // GET CONNECTED
“Before, I couldn’t really feel my
arms working, and for biceps, my
forearms always took over. Then I
started doing certain exercises
and really squeezing, and I
became less concerned with the
weights. Even if I had to use
an embarrassingly light
weight, it was all about
feeling the muscle working.
Over time I taught myself to
squeeze and get connected with
the muscles, and the weights
obviously came back up.”
4 // WORK WEAK FOREARMS
“I don’t train forearms. I never
have. People ask me about
forearms all the time because
they’re so big, but they pump up
just from hitting other upper-body
muscles. But everyone has
strong and weak body
parts. If your forearms are
weak, you’ll need to work them
directly with wrist curls and
reverse wrist curls. Try higher
reps, at least 15 per set.”
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LEWIS’
TRICEPS
ROUTINE

EXERCISE

SETS

REPS

Rope Pushdown

3–4*

15-20

Rope Extension

3–4*

15-20

Overhand Bar Pushdown

3-4*

15-20

Underhand Bar Pushdown

3-4*

15-20

Smith Machine Close-grip Press

3-4

12-8

Machine Dip

3-4

15-20

*Performed as giant sets.

5 // TRICEPS
GIANT SETS
“I like to hit my
triceps with
giant sets at a
cable station. I
can do different
pushdowns with
a rope and a bar,
underhand and
overhand. And I
can also do
extensions. I’ll
do three to ﬁve
exercises in a
row with 15 to
20 reps per
set. And I do
three or four
giant sets. So
it’s a lot of reps
in short order,
and it drives a
lot of blood into
all three triceps
heads.”
6 // ON
THE ROPE
“I do all kinds of
pushdowns, but
I really like the
rope. Holding
the two rope
ends, I’m able to
separate my
hands as I near
contractions
and get a
longer range
of motion and
really feel that
tension on the
outer heads of
the triceps.
Then as I grow
tired, I can keep
the rope ends
together and get
more reps.”
7 // SMITH
CLOSE GRIPS
“I tend to use the
Smith machine
for close-grip
bench presses. I
use an incline
bench set ﬂat,
and I ﬂip it
around so my
head is on the
seat. And I angle
the seat up.
That way, I can
more easily
watch what’s
happening.”

8 // HOW CLOSE
“When I do
close-grip bench
presses, I
pyramid, using
heavier weights
and fewer reps
on each set. I go
to no fewer than
eight reps, and I
may get help on
the last two
reps. My grip is
set by touching
my thumbs. So I
take a grip that is
about two
thumbs apart.
Some people
who are taller
than me may
have two inches
between
thumb-to-thumb,
but anything
more than that I
think hits the
chest more and
the triceps less.”

9 // SEATED
HALF CURLS
“I’ll sometimes
do a curl at a
seated cable row
station. With this
exercise, I can’t
get a full stretch
because the bar
hits my legs, so it
forces me to
focus on the
top halves of
reps, the
contractions. I
like that there’s
no resting point.
There’s constant
tension on
the biceps
throughout
each set.”

10 // SQUEEZE
HOLDS
“The squeeze
on curls is the
most important
thing for biceps.
I like to really
hold those
contractions
and squeeze
hard to maximize
the blood
volumization.”
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11 // REST-PAUSE 21-CURLS
“Sometimes, I’ll do 21-curls
with a cable and an EZ-curl
handle. On top of that, I’ll do
some rest-pause reps at
the end. Every one of those
rest-pause reps is exploded up
and then squeezed at the top,
and I get a semi-negative on
the way down. I lower as slow
as I can, but after the 21s, it’s
hard to go real slow.”
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12

FAST
AND SLOW

“I like to alternate an explosive curl
with a slow curl. I
d f
f pl i d
bb ll
l
d h d f
fp
h
hi
l , slow, holding
contractions.”

//
for
url bar
ht
eps
without straining my wrists. If I
use a straight bar, I want to twist
my wrists but I can’t. It’s not a
natural feel.”

LEWIS’ BICEPS
ROUTINE

14 // APART AND TOGETHER

EXERCISE

SETS

REPS

“What I often do is follow three or
four sets of alternate dumbbell
curls with two sets of curling the
dumbbells simultaneously. It’s just
a little different feel, because
there’s a different mind-to-muscle
connection when you do curls
together rather than apart.”

EZ-bar Curl

3-4

12-20

Alternate
Dumbbell Curl

3-4

10-15

Machine
Preacher Curl

3-4

10-15

Hammer Curl

3-4

12-20

STRENGTHEN

16 // BUILDING WITH HAMMERS
15 // INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

RECOVERY*

FLEX

“My trainer, Neil Hill, invented
this one. Set three EZ-curl
bars on the ﬂoor next to one
another, in order from
lightest to heaviest. Start
with the lightest one. Do 15
reps with a close grip. At the
tops of reps, hold and
squeeze for a count of two.
Then move on to the next
heaviest weight and do
another 15 reps. You may
have to rest for a couple of
seconds during the set to
get to the 15 reps, but the
goal is to do 15. Then you do
it again with the heaviest
weight. Then do the same
three sets of 15 reps with a
wide grip. Then go back and
repeat the cycle with a
narrow grip and end with
another three sets with a
wide grip. In total, you’ll do 12
sets, six with a narrow grip
to work the outer biceps
head and six with a wide
grip to work the inner biceps
head. It’s torture, and your
biceps will be screaming.”

“The closest I get to working
forearms is hammer curls. I do my
hammers seated and alternating.
Hammers do hit the upper part of
the forearms, but I feel them more
in the brachialis and biceps,
especially because I do them last,
after all the other curls.”
17 // FULL EZ REPS
“I bring EZ-bar curls up high. I
know there may be some delt
action at the top, but that’s OK,
because I want to make certain I
get that maximum squeeze on
every rep. I’d much rather come
up too high than get the sort of
half-reps without strong
contractions that most
bodybuilders get.”
18 // BODY-WEIGHT DIPS
“I love dips. Sometimes I do
these with just my body weight. I
try to get high reps, at least 20,
and I go to failure on every set.
When I use dips to work chest, I
dramatically lean forward. But for
triceps, I keep my body as upright
as possible.”

19 // SUPINATION
“I love dumbbell curls.
Dumbbells are the best tools
for hitting biceps. A lot of
people just throw the weight
up. I try to get a full range of
motion, and I turn my hands
as much as I can [supinating
the biceps] and hold for a
second and squeeze.”

20

MACHINE DIP
CONTRACTIONS

“If I don’t do body-weight dips, I’ll do machine dips. I
keep my rep range at 15 to 20 or sometimes more.
d
q
l
h
h
h
B I
b dy
ki d, especially on the ﬁnal 2 or 3 reps
of sets. I’ll hold and squeeze as hard.”
MROLYMPIA.COM
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THE

CHALLENGER
BY GREG MERRITT
Ronnie Coleman, Flex Wheeler,
Chris Cormier, Paul DeMayo, and
Matt Mendenhall—that’s just a partial
list of heavyweight legends in the 1991 NPC
Nationals, the greatest amateur bodybuilding
class of all time. When Kevin Levrone, a nearly
unknown from Baltimore, won, it was only the
ﬁrst time he shocked the bodybuilding world. He
did it again a year later when, as a rookie, he
nearly seized the Sandow. And he kept
surprising us until 2003 when he retired without
really retiring. On Sept. 16–17 on the Olympia
stage, where he has contended for the title 12
out of 12 times before, he aims to do it again.

FLEX

Whereas many elite
bodybuilders are
content to eat, rest,
and train, the
iconoclastic Levrone
has always done
things differently.
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CONSISTENT
EXCELLENCE

In 1992, Levrone launched one of
the all-time greatest pro careers
by winning a show a week after
his debut and placing a stunning
second in the Mr. Olympia. It was
a precursor to the dominance
that followed. He went on to win
more open pro shows (19) in the
1990s than any other competitor.
Competing in 62 IFBB contests
from 1992–2003, he won 20
(32%). He was in the top two
37 times (60%), and 48 times
he made the top three (77%).
His placing percentage is 2.41.
(Coleman’s is 3.59.) Only once did
he miss the posedown. No one
who has competed as much as
the Maryland Muscle Machine
has compiled a greater record
of consistent excellence—and
he racked up most of his gold,
silver, and bronze finishes during
the 1990s against the deepest
bodybuilding lineups of all time.

PREVIOUS SPREAD: CHRIS LUND. THIS SPREAD: PER BERNAL

STRENGTH

”Before I was big, I was strong,”
Levrone remembers. “From my
first workouts, I’ve just always
been able to move a lot of
weight.” He’s one of the strongest
bodybuilders ever, but don’t take
his word for it. You can watch
YouTube videos of him inclinepressing 455 four times shortly
before the 1998 Mr. Olympia and
bench-pressing 405 six times
this year. You can also see him
cranking out 500-pound behindthe-neck shoulder presses and
700-pound hack squats back
in the day. Pound for pound, he
was one of the world’s strongest
bodybuilders when he won the
1991 NPC Nationals. A quarter
century later, he still is.

THE RUNNER-UPS

His four seconds in the Mr.
Olympia spanned 11 years, from his
rookie season to what was, until
his unretirement, his penultimate
year. Unfortunately for him, he
collided with two of history’s
greatest Sandow collectors,
landing just behind six-timer
Dorian Yates in 1992 and 1995
and eight-timer Ronnie Coleman

LEVRONE’S
CHEST
ROUTINE
EXERCISE
Barbell Bench Press
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SETS

REPS

4

10–6

Incline Dumbbell Press

4

8–10

Dumbbell Flye

4

10–12

Dip

4

15–25

CHRIS LUND (2); ROBERT REIFF

in 2000 and 2002. The first and final of those were
most notable. Coming in a high-def 228 in his rookie
year, the 27-year-old nearly upset the juggernaut that
was Yates. With superior quads, delts, and arms, he
bested Yates in front shots but was overshadowed
from the rear. And in 2002, when he matched Coleman
pound for pound at 245, he beat the reigning champ on
judges’ scorecards in the finals.

TRAIN BETTER

THE WINS

But enough about losses. Levrone did a lot of winning.
If we don’t count master’s contests, his 20 pro
victories are the third most behind Coleman’s 25 and
Dexter Jackson’s 23. His trophy stash includes two
for Arnold Classic titles, in 2004 and 2006. Mostly,
he dominated post-Olympia European tour shows,
winning 14 of his 20 pro titles outside America. Those
contests were stacked because almost all the top
Olympia finishers journeyed across the Atlantic chasing
paychecks. Levrone won a German pro show four
different years. In 1997 alone, he won all but one of
the seven post-Olympia foreign contests he entered,
defeating a who’s who of bodybuilding icons in six
different countries.

EAST COAST ETHOS

During the ’90s, when the East Coast battled the West
Coast for rap supremacy, Levrone waged a similar
war, alone, on the Mr. Olympia stage. He was forever
outnumbered but not always outgunned. In callouts,
the Maryland Muscle Machine traded shots with
Flex Wheeler, Shawn Ray, Nasser El Sonbaty, and a

THE BEST GRIP
IN THE WORLD

#1 Most

ADVANCED
TRAINING
ACCESSORY

DID YOU KNOW?

Less than two months after he was second in the 2002 Olympia,
Levrone was second again, this time to sprinter Dwain Chambers
in a 60-meter dash. Chambers was the Levrone of sprinting,
having ﬁnished fourth in the 100-meter dash in the 2000 Olympics.
Flex Wheeler, Shawn Ray, and Gunter Schlierkamp cheered
Levrone on, though Chambers won the duel handily.

PUSHING

PULLING

ALL IN ONE
PUSH or PULL

VERSAGRIPPS.com
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COURTESY WEIDER HEALTH & FITNESS

2002
2nd

Learn more about our latest initiative!

SixStarPro.com/scholarship

Scientiﬁcally formulated Six Star ® Pre-Workout Explosion delivers
more size and strength, and forces incredible muscle pumps for
the best workouts of your life!
In just one study, subjects consuming a key ingredient in Six Star®
Pre-Workout Explosion signiﬁcantly increased their strength
capacity on the bench press by 18.6% in just 10 days! Loaded
with powerful ingredients like ultra-premium CarnoSyn® betaalanine, the most studied form of creatine, arginine AKG and
ultra-clean caffeine anhydrous, Six Star ® Pre-Workout Explosion
is the smartest choice you can make to fuel your hardest workouts
and take your strength and performance to new levels! Plus, our
newest ﬂavors have a refreshing taste that can’t be beat.

PRE-WORKOUT
EXPLOSION
Energy, focus & intensity
Explosive muscle pumps

BETTER WORKOUTS

Though greatness is a word that can mean many things to many
different people, there remains one constant: greatness represents
a level of achievement that can’t be given – it has to be earned.
Hold yourself up to a higher standard of excellence. Add Six Star ®
to your program today.

PREMIUM SUPPLEMENTS. SMART PRICE.
facebook.com/SixStar

@SixStarPro

#GreatnessIsEarned

sixstarpronutrition

SixStarPro.com

MuscleTech® is America’s #1 Selling Body Building Supplement Brand based on cumulative wholesale dollar sales
2001 to present. Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

FROM THE MAKERS OF

cadre of other Southern California
natives and transplants. You can
read too much into geography.
Maybe Levrone would’ve been a
hardcore beast wherever he lived.
Nevertheless, the prevalent image
was him hoisting 500-pound
bench presses and 405-pound
barbell rows in his own empty
gym. His hoodie’s hood was up,
as if it were always winter, even
inside, and he was captured in
shades of gray, as if the sun never
shined in Baltimore. Meanwhile,
on the opposite coast, his foes
were teamed together and bathed
in the effervescent glow of an
endless summer. After he retired,
Levrone moved to Los Angeles to
pursue an acting career. But now,
unretired, he’s back in a Maryland
gym, out of the light and once
again moving heavy metal.

OLYMPIA
PERFORMANCES

DID
YOU
KNOW?
The name of Levrone’s
rock band, Fulblown,
was appropriated from
his training video,
Full Blown. In 2006,
Fulblown released its
album, Mirage, which is
available on iTunes.
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Jackson’s is 4.625, and Jay Cutler’s
is 3.461. And Levrone’s chief
rival for “best to never win the
Olympia,” Flex Wheeler, compiled
a 4. The Olympia posedown has
been expanded to 10 members,
but if Levrone is out of the vaunted

top six this year it’ll be an anomaly.
The perennial Olympia challenger
has always been in Sandow
contention.

THE COMEBACK

The thing that will perhaps most
distinguish Kevin Levrone’s
career has yet to happen. When
he steps onto the stage on
Sept. 16, it will be his first
bodybuilding contest since Nov. 8,
2003, 4,696 days before.
No one has ever cracked the
Olympia top 10 after such a long
hiatus or after his 50th birthday.
Levrone, who will be 51, could
set both marks in the same
contest. But having never finished
lower than sixth in the Olympia,
the Maryland Muscle Machine is
aiming to keep that streak alive.
Such a finish would be one
of the greatest bodybuilding feats
ever. Whatever happens, you
won’t want to miss it.

ROBERT REIFF; CHRIS LUND

Over Levrone’s 12 years as a
pro, there was one thing you
could count on. No matter how
long he’d gone without training,
no matter how small he looked
in May, no matter what injuries
he may have suffered, including
a torn pec, come Olympia time,
he was going to be in the mix for
the title—second four times, third
three times, in the posedown
every time, 12 for 12. His Olympiaplacing percentage is a stellar
3.333. By comparison, of the last
five Mr. Olympia winners, only
Dorian Yates (1.143) and Phil Heath
(1.875) have superior percentages.
Ronnie Coleman’s is 4.733, Dexter

Learn more about our latest initiative!

SixStarPro.com/scholarship

GREATNESS IS EARNED

Six Star Pro Nutrition®, from the makers of MuscleTech®,
has been created with greatness in mind. Each of our
products, including 100% Whey Protein Plus, contains
nothing but the best ingredients. 100% Whey Protein
Plus has been scientiﬁcally formulated to deliver 60g
of premium whey protein per two scoops, putting the
power of ﬂexible dosing in your hands. Its ultra-ﬁltered
formula is also enhanced with core ingredients clinically
shown to build 70% more lean muscle than whey
protein alone (8.8 vs. 5.1 lbs.). Plus, we’ve invested in
multiple blind taste tests with top ﬂavor developers to
ensure our newest ﬂavors far surpass any we’ve sold
before – and when put head-to-head with other sports
nutrition products on the market, there’s absolutely no
comparison.
Though greatness is a word that can mean many things
to many different people, there remains one constant:
it represents a level of achievement that can’t be given –
it has to be earned.
Hold yourself up to a higher standard of excellence.
Add Six Star ® to your program today!
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No one who has
competed as much
as Levrone has
compiled a greater
record of consistent
excellence.
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BUILD MORE MUSCLE AND STRENGTH WITH SIX STAR®
Six Star Pro Nutrition® offers supplements that work just as
hard as you do, at an affordable price you can’t pass up.
Reach for CreatineX3™, containing clinically proven creatine
for strength and muscle building; Pre-Workout N.O. Fury®,
for bigger, better pumps; and Testosterone Booster, to
increase active testosterone in just 7 days¹. It’s the perfect
stack that will push you further in the gym – and each is only
$9.97 a bottle. Now that’s what we call training smart.

Limited-Time Offer!
BONUS SIZE! 20% MORE FREE!
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Six Star ® Testosterone Booster is formulated with a precise dose of the mineral boron, which is
shown in human clinical research to increase active (free) testosterone in just 7 days.
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ike many twins, Owen and Lewis Harrison
were often dressed alike as toddlers,
drawing attention from appreciative adults in
Kendal, a small town in northern England,
where they grew up. One imagines the two
healthy, energetic lads bringing cheer to the
locals with their cherubic smiles and identical
outfits, the sight of the tiny twins always a
crowd-pleaser.
Well, not everybody was pleased.
“When we were younger, there were a lot of
pictures of us in the same clothes and I f—king hated
it,” Owen says.
Drawing attention seems to be in the genes for
Owen and Lewis. Today, as 25-year-olds, the
Harrison twins are still crowd-pleasers, only now the
appreciative audience numbers in the millions. The
two don’t dress in identical clothes anymore—in fact,
you could say their lack of clothing has made them a
global sensation.
Owen and Lewis are international fitness models
who have built a thriving brand and a successful
personal-training business, having scored a recent
endorsement deal with sports nutrition powerhouse
BPI. In an industry oversaturated with social media
fitness celebrities, the telegenic siblings have an
appeal that isn’t explained by the simple novelty of
their status as twins or their raw physical appeal. You
could say they built their brand the old-fashioned
way: by being themselves. They promise no fads,
gimmicks, or quick fixes. Instead, the Harrison twins
offer what’s in short supply in today’s selfie culture:
authenticity.

TWO GUYS, ONE BRAND, ZERO B.S.

The Harrison twins’ lack of pretentiousness is best
understood by their origins. Currently living in
Manchester, the two grew up in a working-class
environment, filled with blue-collar towns far from the
snobbery of Savile Row shops and five-star hotels of
London. When Monty Python mocked upper-class
twits, they sure weren’t referring to northern England.
Speaking to the twins, you realize two things right
away: Owen does most of the talking (Lewis will
chime in with a joke here and there), and the talk is
refreshingly blunt. Asked what motivates them to
work out so diligently, Owen quips: “Mostly just the
feeling—and girls.”
That’s another refreshing element of the Harrison
approach to fitness: They train for the simple joy of it.
Many of today’s training systems use overspecialized
and obscure methods that push people into using
exercises and equipment beyond their abilities,
leading to injury and frustration. Lewis and Owen
favor a more straightforward approach that’s
traditional and effective. Don’t overcomplicate it. Get
in and get the job done.
“A lot of our gym work is based on volume, so we
always stick to hypertrophy, repping 8-12 or
sometimes 8-15 reps,” Owen says. “We never
really train heavy because I’m not looking for
strength, just looking to always improve my physique.
We never really go for a max or see how heavy we
can lift. It’s based more on using the weight correctly
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and feeling the contractions.”
The twins credit their older brother, Jamie, a
sports scientist, with introducing them to weight
training when they were younger. (Jamie is still close
with his brothers, assisting them with their website.)
While weight training had its appeal for the twins
growing up, bodybuilding took a backseat to a more
traditional sport: soccer. Both were accomplished
enough to play for professional clubs but eventually
went on to different pursuits. When Owen left school,
he joined the Royal Marines and was an army
commander for four years.
“When I came out of the Marines, I was about 21
years old,” Owen says. “That’s when the fitness
hobby took off.”
That’s when Owen and Lewis became serious
about training. They made quick progress and caught
the attention of the country’s top fitness publication.

WE DON’T NECESSARILY LIFT
HEAVY WEIGHT; WE LIKE TO
FEEL THE CONTRACTION. WE
STRONGLY BELIEVE IT’S ABOUT
HOW YOU MOVE THE WEIGHT
WITH CORRECT FORM RATHER
THAN HOW MUCH WEIGHT YOU
MOVE WITH BAD FORM.”
interests and temperaments as they age. Their
physiques have the same superb aesthetics, which
they partly credit to their reliance on each other as
training partners. Imagine the benefits—and
drawbacks—of working out with somebody with the
same aptitude and potential. “We train together every
day, always pushing each other. We’re genetically the
same, so we have the same strengths and similar
weaknesses,” Owen says.
Twins are often associated with fascinating,
unexplainable incidents. The Harrisons are no
different. Says Owen: “I recently tore my hamstring
doing dumbbell stiff-leg deadlifts, and I told Lewis
that I couldn’t do anymore because I thought I had
pulled my hamstring. Anyway, I went into the back of
the gym and was just trying to warm my legs up a bit
with my hamstrings hurting, and he was doing some
barbell deadlifts. Then I see him tear his. Exactly the
same muscle. We both got bum hamstrings right
now. It was very strange how I had just injured mine
and then he did his in exactly the same place. It’s
crazy.”

“We did a feature for Muscle & Fitness U.K. about
four years ago, and it kind of snowballed from there,”
Owen says. “We did YouTube videos, and they got a
lot of views, hitting about a million. So we thought we
could make a career out of it. Now we’re brand
ambassadors for BPI. I would have never imagined
that four years down the line we’d be with a big
company, traveling back and forth to America, being
featured on the cover of fitness mags—its crazy,
absolutely crazy.”
Some hobby.

TOGETHER, BUT NOT THE SAME

“Genetics is destiny” is a concept of relentless study
with no firm resolution, but research on twins often
reveals that even when separated after birth and
raised by different families, twins develop similar

THE NEW BRITISH INVASION,
ONLY WITH ABS

While the two enjoy fitness modeling, their plans
don’t extend to the competitive stage. Says Owen:
“We don’t compete. We just model.”
The twins are hoping to take their fitness careers
to new heights in the U.S. with their no-nonsense
approach, while bringing the fun back to fitness.
“We love it,” Owen says. “When we go to expos,
we’ll be the first ones there in the morning and the last
ones to leave. To us, it isn’t a job, it’s like a dream
come true.”
Fun as they are, they’re no pushovers as trainers.
Owen stresses the importance of having a plan
and being persistent. “People want things overnight,
and shit don’t happen like that. You’ve got to put in the
work to get where you want to be.”
MROLYMPIA.COM
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TRAINING FOR “FEEL” AND FUN

Owen and Lewis Hamilton don’t believe in going for
maximum lifts or personal bests when training. It’s
about “feeling” the muscle work, performing every
rep with perfect form. To the Harrison twins, training
shouldn’t be drudgery, but intense work with a mix of
volume and techniques to keep the workout fresh and
even fun, meaning you don’t get bored doing the same
body-part routine over and over. Their delt routine
(right) is a framework that allows for the following
components, as explained by Owen. Many of the
techniques they use are from the Weider Principles, a
list of weight-training techniques formulated by
Muscle & Fitness and FLEX founder Joe Weider.
Of course, it helps to have a training partner to push
you and bring a sense of camaraderie to make your
training routine more fun, even if it’s not a twin! To learn
more about the Harrison twins or to sign up for their
online training, visit harrisontwins.com.

REALLY FATIGUE THE MUSCLE
ALONG WITH DROPSETS,
FINISHING WITH FORCED
NEGATIVES.”
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HARRISON TWINS SAMPLE
WORKOUT: SHOULDERS
EXERCISE

SETS

TEMPO

REPS

REST
(SECS.)

4-6

Varied

15-20

90-120

Dumbbell Press

3

2:0:2

12-15

90-120

Dumbbell Press

10

4:1:X

10 (failure)

90

Barbell Press

3

4:1:X

9-12 (failure)

120

Seated Lateral Raise

4

4:0:X

9-12 (failure)

120

Rear-lateral Raise

4

3:0:X

9-12 (failure)

150

Arnold Press

10

4:0:X

10 (failure)

120

Warmup Lateral
and front raise

World’s Best Workout Gear!

NEW

SCHIEK Rx
CROSS TRAINING
KNEE SLEEVES
• PLUSH 5mm Neoprene
for Superior Comfort
& Amazing Support!
• Available in Black or
Hot Pink
• Only $44.95/Pair

COMPETITION
POWER BELT

NEW

LEE HANEY’S

EIGHT-TIME MR. O LEE HANEY
WEIGHS IN ON THIS YEAR’S CROP
OF SANDOW CHASERS AT
JOE WEIDER’S 2016 IFBB
MR. OLYMPIA
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Q In 1983 a young Lee Haney
entered bodybuilding’s biggest
show, Joe Weider’s Mr. Olympia,
with the wind at his (ample) back.
He had placed ﬁrst at the previous
year’s NPC Junior Nationals, NPC
Nationals, and the World Amateur
Championships. Then he added
pro wins at the IFBB Night of
Champions and Las Vegas Grand
Prix, leaving people eager to ﬁnd
out how the surging rookie would
perform at the O. But instead of
being relegated to the ranks of
ﬁrst-time failures, Haney’s
muscularity and stage presence
helped him outperform some of the
sport’s most revered competitors,
giving him a surprising third-place
ﬁnish in his Olympia debut.
But Haney wasn’t as impressed
as everyone else. He set out to
remedy the mistakes of his ﬁrst
Olympia prep season and roared
to the ﬁrst of his record eight
straight titles the following year. He
managed to log improvements each
year during that run, redeﬁning the
judging criteria and putting the
Sandow further out of reach for
the rest of the ﬁeld.
It probably goes without saying
that he knows a bit about what it
takes to ﬂex your way to the top
spot. Here’s a hint: It’s not just
about full pecs and hanging lats.
“You have to have conﬁdence,”
Haney says. “You’ve got to be willing
to work hard and to make sure that
no one is doing more than you in the
gym or being more disciplined than
you out of the gym. You have to
determine in your heart that you’re
going to be a good ambassador
with the success that you achieve.
Then you’ve got to be smart and
use the science that’s available.
Some of these up-and-coming
guys call on some guru who’s never
won anything and listen to that guy.”
We tasked the most decorated
Mr. O with evaluating this year’s
qualiﬁed ﬁeld and levying his
predictions on how the top six will
shake out.
“The stage is set for an awesome
Olympia this year,” he says. “Plenty
of tapering waists, no big bellies on
stage. It’s gonna be great.”

MROLYMPIA.COM
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Phil Heath

2015 Mr. Olympia: 1st (ﬁfth
straight title; 2011–2015)

PER BERNAL

Lee says: “I’ll start by saying he’s
not unbeatable. Nobody is unless
you’re just a freak of nature and
you bring something different. I
was different. There’s only one
Lee Haney, one Arnold. Every
once in a while Mother Nature just
whips up something different.
Can’t nobody look like Dorian!
Phil, however, is not that. He’s
excellent, incredible even, and
has learned how to dial in his
physique. But he’s not a freak of
nature—that’s just something
different. As an athlete, he’s
ﬁgured out how to best prepare
for the era that he’s in. He’s the
very best of the era that he’s in.
Does he have the greatest
physique? No. He’s dialed it in to
have the best physique on the
stage that day. He has deﬁnitely
developed the balance that a
champion needs. I’m a lat man—I
like to see long, sweeping lats and
he’s brought his down. His legs
have gotten a whole lot better.
Everything about Phil has gotten
better. He’s worked his tail off.
That’s why he’s remained Mr.
Olympia. Some people don’t get
better. That’s something that’s
eluded a lot of great physiques in
this era—nobody’s been able to
consistently take their physique
to the next level like Phil. Judges
look for the quality of changes in
their physiques. That’s why his
hand has been held up in victory
every year. Unless someone
has gotten 20% better, they
won’t beat him. I’ll say that his
midsection was a little softer last
year…just a dab off.”
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2015 Mr. Olympia: 5th

Lee says: “Ramy is in a category all by himself. Good gracious, man! He
has an amazing physique…incredible body parts. I really think there are
two different worlds of physiques that exist now, and it’s hard to throw
them all into the same basket because they’re different. He’s a mass
monster. He has a huge package of, well, everything. I’m impressed with
everything with Ramy. He’s the king of mass monsters. But he has to be
on point. I’ve seen his physique mature over the years. That’s what he
needed when he ﬁrst came on. He’s done a great job of bringing on that
muscle maturity. He’s far better than just a few years ago. He has a very
good package and can do well.”

FLEX
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Mamdouh Elssbiay (“Big Ramy”)

Dexter Jackson

2015 Mr. Olympia: 2nd (won in 2008)
Lee says: “Time can do something to a physique that’s hard to explain.
Time and consistency develop muscle maturity, and that’s what Dexter
brings to the stage. I felt [last year] was Dexter’s best condition since
winning in 2008. He stays consistent and is on top of his game. The look
of the physiques has shifted. It’s being rerouted back to that more classic
look, and Dexter is that look. His presentation is fantastic—the way he’s
able to display his physique in a classic and professional way. I’m
extremely proud of Dexter, and when I saw the comparison between him
and Phil, I was really happy. Dexter is always on top of quality, not
quantity. Dexter doesn’t ever sacriﬁce quality for quantity. He doesn’t
play somebody else’s game.”
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Josh
Lenartowicz
2015 Mr. Olympia:
Did Not Compete
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Kevin Levrone 2015 Mr. Olympia:

Did Not Compete (Last competed in 2003: 6th)

Lee says: “In my era, Albert Beckles was the ‘Ageless One,’ but now
that might be Kevin. Each time I’ve seen him over the years, he’s never
carried a big waist or been out of shape. He is maybe not as large but
has looked athletic with good muscle intact. The cool thing about that is
that he knows the way back. If he can maintain his health, particularly
his hips, knees, and back, it’s all good. He’ll make an incredible showing.
One thing that has to happen to give him a good fair look is that his legs
have to be there. That’s one of the hardest things to do—sustaining
leg mass. If you haven’t stayed on it over the years, that’s one of the
areas that can go lacking. So it remains to be seen. Upper-body-wise, he
was the best of the best. He has a beautiful, classic physique, and since
the judges are looking there now, he could do very well. Could he
make top six? I don’t know. I’m sure he’s going in with the goal to be the
best that he can be. I’m glad to see it. I don’t have the nerve for it! [laughs]
He’s one of those determined people, and I think he’ll do great. I don’t
know where he will place, but I won’t count him out.”

PER BERNAL (2); KEVIN HORTON

Lee says: “He’s got a very
good physique. I’m
impressed with him. Nice
quality. He’s learning how to
dial it in very well. He has a
good, long taper with his
lats and very good wheels.
He’s making his way up the
ladder now. There’s still
room for improvement, but
he’s deﬁnitely on the way.
Since Lee Priest, he’s one
of the greatest to come out
of Australia. He’s got great
abs, too. And he has a lot of
potential with his shoulders,
arms, and legs. He’s gonna
be a force to be reckoned
with. But you really can’t
compare him until he
stands with Phil, Dexter,
Wolf, and McMillan. He’s got
all the goods, so let’s see.”

Cedric MCMillan 2015 Mr. Olympia: Did Not Compete

PER BERNAL (4); IGOR KOPCEK; ISA AC HINDS

Lee says: “A beautiful, beautiful physique. If he can duplicate his
condition from the 2015 Arnold Classic Brazil, I wouldn’t count him out.
He’s what the world and industry are calling for now. As a competitor,
only you know what’s stopping you. I don’t know what he has to deal with
on a daily basis. I had to deal with being a father, a husband, and a
competitor. If you can balance things right, then you become a force to
be reckoned with. He’s still in the military and that could pull on his time
and attention. From what I saw at the Arnold Brazil, there’s nothing
lacking. He had reemerged and said, ‘I’m the one you guys need to be
looking at.’ He’s a good poser and a good presenter, but next to guys like
Dennis Wolf—those guys will eat you alive. They’re huge and ﬂaunt it in the
greatest of ways. They tear the house down! I remember when I was
coming up in 1983, Arnold told me, ‘Lee, you don’t pose big.’ Arnold got me
with his coach and the next year, guess what? I was Mr. Olympia. There
you go. He needs to pose like a conqueror—like you’re coming to destroy.
Branch Warren—when he hits the stage, he’ll take your life away! You’ve
gotta make the audience and judges feel that. It’s a mindset. If you don’t
believe it, the judges won’t believe it. That’s what he needs to do.”
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STATE OF
THE SPORT
The eight-timer reﬂects
on the evolution of the
sport that made him a
household name
On opportunity: “I
like that there are a lot of
supplement and clothing
companies that weren’t
around when I was doing it.
Prize money is what?
$400,000? I didn’t get but
$55,000! [laughs] We’re in
several countries now with
more opportunities for
guest appearances. So I
look at those aspects and
I’m cheering.”
On the physiques: “We
need to hold the reins in
terms of where we want
the physiques to go. You
see that the physique
division is going through the
roof, but the bodybuilding
division has gotten smaller
and smaller. And that’s
because we didn’t make
sure that physiques stayed
within certain parameters
of physical beauty. Athletes
conform to what’s being
asked of them.”
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Shawn Rhoden
2015 Mr. Olympia: 3rd

Lee says: “Shawn has a beautiful package—he
tapers very well, has great legs, great arms.
One thing that I think he has been working on is
adding thickness to his back. He’s needed a
little more depth there. Other than that, he has a
beautiful physique. Very nice lines. It’s really up
to the judges. Shawn’s not one of those squashand-kill-you kind of guys. His is a classic
physique—not overpowering. He’s not a muscle
monster like Kai or Dennis. But he’s smart to
play to the strength of who he is and the
characteristics that his physique possesses.”

PER BERNAL

On the future: “I’d like to
see a classic bodybuilding
division. I was classic. It’s
not about a certain weight—
we were a certain look. I’m
talking about guys like me
and Frank Zane. Cedric
McMillan is a classic
bodybuilder, but you can’t
compare guys like him and
Phil and Dexter and Shawn
Rhoden with a physique like
Big Ramy. Let’s create a
category for those
physiques so we can
protect the integrity of our
sport and give these
athletes with different
looks a place to go. Roelly
Winklaar, Branch Warren,
Ramy—these are power
bodybuilders.” [They will
see it happen at the 2016
Classic Physique Olympia.]

Dennis Wolf 2015 Mr. Olympia: 4th

PER BERNAL

Lee says: “He has a beautiful physique. One of the areas that he’s
pushed to get better is his legs. Other than that he’s had everything,
including the ability to display his physique. He always brings the house
down. No big guy onstage can do what he does—he’s a master at it. The
density of his physique and muscle maturity of it—everything is there.
He’s not lacking in lower-body development anymore. When you stack
him up with Phil or Dexter, in some instances, he overpowers them, but
their balance may be a bit better. I’ve said before that nobody can display
mass like Dennis Wolf. The gladiator type of display that he puts on—
nobody can do it like he does. I can watch this cat pose all day.” FLEX
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212
The ﬁrst year Flex Lewis won
the 212 Olympia was also the
ﬁrst year the division was
increased from its original weight
limit of 202 pounds. Lewis, who
had come off a stinging loss the
year before to Kevin English, has
remained undefeated since—his
résumé now includes four
Olympia 212 titles, as well as eight
other division wins—despite Jose
Raymond, Hidetada Yamagishi,
David Henry, and Eduardo Correa
pushing him hard. Lewis has
stated that he wants to dominate
the 212, as Ronnie Coleman did in
the open class during his eightyear Olympia reign, and go down
as the greatest 212 bodybuilder of
all time. Will he take another step
closer with win No. 5?
JUDGING Sept. 16, 7 p.m.,
Orleans Arena
FINALS Sept. 17, 7 p.m.,
Orleans Arena
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BIKINI FIGURE
OLYMPIA OLYMPIA

Ashley Kaltwasser captured her division’s
highest honor in her Olympia debut in 2013,
and she hasn’t let go since. She is the only
competitor to repeat as the Bikini Olympia
champ in the ﬁve-year history of the contest.
However, she hasn’t remained undefeated in
that time span, getting seconds at the 2015
Arnold Australia and the 2014 New York Pro, to
Janet Layug and Yeshaira Robles, respectively.
Both will try to beat her this September, along
with India Paulino, Stacey Alexander, Narmin
Assria, and others as Kaltwasser attempts to
make it four in a row.

Latorya Watts earned her pro card at the
2013 USA Championships, and by 2014 the
rookie was placing ﬁfth at the Figure O. Watts
then took her physique to another level when
she beat defending champion Nicole Wilkins at
last year’s Olympia. Wilkins, who holds the
record for most Figure Olympias with four, will
be back to try to regain the title (a feat she
accomplished twice before). Throw in Candice
Lewis, Candice Keene, Camala RodriguezMcClure, and the rest of the lineup and you
have the ingredients for what may be the most
explosive contest of Olympia Weekend.

JUDGING Sept. 16, 10:30 a.m.,
Las Vegas Convention Center

JUDGING Sept. 16, 10:30 a.m.,
Las Vegas Convention Center

FINALS Sept. 16, 7 p.m.,
Orleans Arena

FINALS Sept. 17, 7 p.m., Orleans Arena

MROLYMPIA.COM
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WOMEN’S
After years of struggling as a ﬁgure
competitor, Juliana Malacarne found her
true calling when the IFBB Pro League
introduced the new physique division in
2012. She captured her ﬁrst pro win at the New
York Pro but the following year, she placed a
disappointing seventh at the inaugural Women’s
Physique Olympia. Malacarne came roaring back
to win in 2013 and repeated last year. Can she
make it a trilogy against the likes of Kira Neuman,
Tycie Coppett, Autumn Swansen, and others?
JUDGING & FINALS Sept. 17, 10:30 a.m.,
Las Vegas Convention
Center

FITNESS
OLYMPIA

When Oksana Grishina placed runner-up to
eventual eight-time champ Adela Garcia in
2012–13, she was the automatic front-runner to
occupy the ﬁtness throne when Garcia retired
following her ﬁnal Olympia win. She lived up to the
billing in 2014 and repeated last year. In fact,
Grishina is riding a seven-contest win streak
dating back to 2013. Veterans Tanji Johnson,
Myriam Capes, Regiane Da Silva, and other top
competitors will ﬂip, spin, and strut to try and
keep her from a three-peat.
JUDGING Sept. 16, 10:30 a.m.,
Las Vegas Convention Center
FINALS Sept. 16, 7 p.m., Orleans Arena
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MEN’S
PHYSIQUE OLYMPIA

With 34 competitors last year—double the
previous year’s number—men’s physique
was the largest lineup of Olympia Weekend.
And for the second straight year, Jeremy
Buendia crafted the ideal physique to walk
away as the champion. With the two-time
champ focusing solely on the Olympia the
past two years, he will be hard to beat.
Chief among his rivals are Jason Poston,
Matt Acton, Ryan Terry, and the rest of the
talented field.
JUDGING & FINALS Sept. 17, 10:30 a.m.,
Las Vegas Convention
Center

CLASSIC
PHYSIQUE

Classic physique makes its Olympia debut!
Created for those who long for the oldschool builds of a bygone era, classic physique
eschews extreme mass and conditioning for a
return to the aesthetic side of the sport with an
emphasis on symmetry and shape (think
smaller than open bodybuilding, but bigger than
physique). To date, veteran bodybuilders
Darrem Charles, Danny Hester, Stan McQuay,
and Shavis Higa, along with Arash Rahbar and
2014–15 Olympia men’s physique runner-up
Sadik Hadzovic, are in the race to see who will
be the ﬁrst Classic Physique Olympia champion.
JUDGING & FINALS Sept. 17, 10:30 a.m.,
Las Vegas Convention Center
MROLYMPIA.COM
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It’s late July, but thankfully, the
Mr. Olympia, LLC, production
crew can’t feel the triple-digit heat
on the Strip as they stand in the
air-conditioned Las Vegas
Convention Center. “It’s the calm
before the storm,” says Olympia
Expo manager Craig Arthur as he
looks over a vast empty space. “It’s
not going to last.” No, it won’t. With
about a month and a half to go
before showtime, the O crew is in
town for one last survey before
visitors from all over the world
come for the industry’s ultimate
fan day (two of them, in fact!): the
2016 Olympia Expo. Held Friday
and Saturday from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m., with 220-plus vendors and
1,150-plus booths, it’s the
bodybuilding and ﬁtness equivalent
of Rio’s Carnival and New Orleans
Mardi Gras combined.
Last year, a record 55,000
fitness fans trampled every inch
of the 500,000-square-foot
South Halls of the LVCC. “We get
all types of people coming here,”
AMI Vice President of Events and
Olympia Weekend promoter
Robin Chang says. “Of course,
you have your hardcore
bodybuilders and fitness freaks;
you get the sporting-event types,
powerlifters, strongmen, martial
artists, and other extreme
athletes. But you also get a lot
of people who are just middle of
the road.” Olympia Weekend
event coordinator Maria Ibarra
adds: “You also have people
who are new to it all. That’s
the beauty of it. You get a great
cross-section of people, and
with so much to choose from,
there will be something for
everybody.” We think Team
Olympia just might be on to
something. For the complete
schedule of all the happenings,
go to mrolympia.com.
MROLYMPIA.COM
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Really strong, really big dudes lift really heavy weights
Pro Powerlifting Championships
Strongman Challenge

COMBAT
SPORTS
Q Olympia Boxing
Q Jiu-jitsu
Grappling
Q Karate
Q Kickboxing
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Q Point MMA &
Kung Fu
Q Sambo
Q Taekwondo
Q Wrestling

ERICA SCHULTZ

Kick-ass action (literally) in
wrestling, boxing, and martial arts.

MODEL
CONTESTS
Beautiful people stand onstage
and bare lots of skin so the rest
of us can stare in envy.
Q FLEX Bikini Model Search
Q FLEX Men’s Model Search

CELEBRITY
STALKING 101

See how your bi’s and tri’s stack up against those of
Phil Heath, Dexter Jackson, Big Ramy, Steve Kuclo,
Latorya Watts, Oksana Grishina, Ashley Kaltwasser,
and other industry superstars. (Remember to suck in
that gut.) Plus, A-listers from the sports and
entertainment world will be there mingling with fans.
Wear comfy shoes ’cuz you’ll be hooﬁng it all day!

EXTREME
SPORTS
BILL COMSTOCK; ERICA SCHULTZ (2)

Athletic skills and endurance
are spotlighted in killer
obstacle courses. Plus, that
classic test of strength, arm
wrestling.
Q Battle of
the Bars
Q Kettlebell
Q Ninja Warrior
Q Rhino
CrossFit

Q Arm
Wrestling
Q WAL (World
Armwrestling
League)
MROLYMPIA.COM
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CAN ANYONE STOP PHIL HEATH FROM
WINNING HIS SIXTH OLYMPIA?
BY GREG MERRITT PHOTOGRAPHS BY PER BERNAL
Bodybuilding breeds dynasties. Over the
past 32 years, there have been only six
Olympia champions, five of whom collected 31
Sandows. Only four times since 1984 has the reigning champ lost the title. In this game of thrones, there
can be only one king, and someone needs to decisively defeat him to seize the crown. Phil Heath has
been on top for five years. Some argue he’s lucky to
have avoided the 22 years during which Lee Haney,
Dorian Yates, and Ronnie Coleman dominated. But
Heath had to dethrone one Mr. O, Jay Cutler, and fend
off another, Dexter Jackson. Now he’s on a roll. Who
can realistically defeat the Gift on Sept. 16 and 17 and
deny him his sixth Sandow? And if the Heath dynasty
continues, who will succeed him?
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So you think the Olympia
top six is set, huh? No one
can rocket into contention because no one can reinvent
their physique in a year. Flexatron
already proved that canard wrong
when he soared from 11th in his
debut O in 2011 to third 12 months
later. He was fourth in 2013 and
then back in third the past two
years. Being the world’s No. 3
bodybuilder is a remarkable yet
frustrating achievement. Rhoden
will need to make another giant
leap to clear the two highest steps.
Like Heath, 5'10" Rhoden
stylishly wears his size. With his
monster-truck wheels, wispy
waist, mountainous arms, and
classic V torso, his front double
biceps could be the best on the
Olympia stage—if he could come in
a bit tighter. He’s done a great job
of bringing up his previously weak
delts, but he still needs broader
wings. His rear-lat spread is his
worst pose. More back mass and
more cuts everywhere and Rhoden
can be the 14th Mr. Olympia. But
at 41, time is his enemy. With no
presumptive heir apparent, this is
the year for him to climb higher.
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OLYMPIA 2016

BEING THE
WORLD’S NO. 3
BODYBUILDER IS
A REMARKABLE
YET FRUSTRATING
ACHIEVEMENT.

MROLYMPIA.COM
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MAMDOUH

Big Ramy, who weighed in at 316 two days
before last year’s Olympia, doesn’t need any
more muscle—unless it’s located below his
knees. He needs deeper separation, especially in his
quads and back and some fine detailing everywhere.
He may have to sacrifice flesh to get there, but he has
plenty to spare. Last year, when Heath heard about
Elssbiay’s outrageous weight, not only was he not
intimidated, he was relieved as well. “I know he’s not
going to be at his best over 300,” Heath says. “If he
ever comes in at 275, then it might be a different story.”
Indeed, it might. Elssbiay was fifth last year. In pose
after pose, he revealed the widest canvas, and yet
smaller bodybuilders like Heath and Jackson attracted
attention with their greater details. It’s as simple as
this. If Elssbiay brings out enough lines, he can claim
the Sandow. He was the youngest member of last
year’s Olympia top 10, and he turns 32 on the day
of this year’s prejudging. He may be competing for
another decade. Whether or not he ever gives Heath a
genuine scare remains to be seen.
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DEXTER

OLYMPIA 2016

No one in this year’s Olympia
has beaten the Gift more than
the Blade has, and no one but
those two has a Sandow. Jackson
bested Heath four times between 2007
and ’09, including his 2008 Olympia
victory. But what has he done lately?
He was a surprising second last year,
and he’s continued to add to his trophy
collection this year, nabbing his recordtying 26th pro title. At 46, Jackson’s
remarkable consistency is his greatest
attribute and, in a duel with Heath, a
liability. He’s perpetually on, even if he’s
not as high-def as he was a decade
ago, and he always has enough size
to contend. Still, he’s 15 to 20 pounds
lighter than Heath and lacking that
same 3-D pop in his legs and back. He
can’t beat Heath when Heath is on, but
if the champ is off, Jackson, the 12th
Mr. O, might be the safest choice to
retake the throne.
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CEDRIC
M

Based on only Olympia performances,
McMillan doesn’t belong with the previous
three top challengers. On paper, Dennis Wolf
and Branch Warren are more deserving. Not only has
McMillan never made an Olympia top six, he’s also
never cracked a top 10. In his one previous O, in 2013,
he was 12th. However, in his nine contests since then,
he’s never left the top four, including a second at this
year’s Arnold Classic. Unlike Wolf and Warren, he is
ascending, and, unlike most elite pros, he still has
ample space to fill out. At 39, can he pack on the necessary pounds for a Sandow? Will he finally dial in HD
conditioning? The 6'1" McMillan remains the wild card.
You can squint at him and picture an Olympia champ.
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THE MILLENNIALS

The most likely headline for the 52nd Mr. Olympia is “Phil Heath Wins His Sixth
Straight Sandow.” If that happens, the question then becomes who, if anyone,
will beat him in some future year? Heath was born 13 days before 1980—a blurry
demarcation line for the start of the millennial generation. We’ve already discussed the
millennial who is most likely to succeed—Mamdouh Elssbiay. Fellow ’80s babies may
soon be joining Big Ramy in the Olympia posedown and eventually challenging for the
title. Juan Morel, Steve Kuclo, Dallas McCarver, Josh Lenartowicz, Justin Compton,
William Bonac, and Nathan DeAsha all have that potential. Cody Montgomery, born in
1994, is a member of an even younger generation. And we can’t discount the possibility
that current 212 Olympia champ Flex Lewis, still only 32, might eventually beef up and
flex permanently in the open class.
We’re at the beginning of a transition. Dexter Jackson is still collecting big checks
in his 40s, but bodybuilders younger than 36-year-old Phil Heath are winning contests
and are eager to rise through the Olympia ranks, ideally in a Rhoden-size leap. Don’t
be surprised to hear some fresh names in single digits when the results are announced
on Sept. 17, and some O posedown newbies will likely contend for the ultimate title in
future years. Bodybuilding breeds dynasties, but Phil Heath is fast approaching the time
when past dynasties have halted, willingly or not. “Uneasy lies the head that wears a
crown,” Shakespeare wrote. Every Mr. Olympia competitor is a prince who dreams of
being king.
MROLYMPIA.COM
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Sasha Banks, better known
as “Legit Boss,” has the style
and swagger one would expect
from an up-and-coming WWE
star. However, the petite 5'4"
Banks wasn’t an overnight hit. “I
was told so many times when I
was trying to get into WWE that
‘You’re too small’ and ‘You’re not
good enough,’ ” she says. “But I
kept coming back. Being the
boss is showing everyone that
you never give up and always
follow your dreams. Legit
because you don’t ever let
anyone tell you, ‘No, you can’t.’ ”
Banks explains, “I want to show
the world that women belong in
WWE. Every time I go out and
hear my name being chanted, it
gets me so excited. I just want to
keep showing everyone that I
am here to be the best.”

WWE’S SASHA BANKS HAS WHAT
IT TAKES TO MAKE IT IN THE
MALE-DOMINATED WORLD OF
SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT

BANK
ON IT!

PER BERNAL

RIGHTEOUS ROAD TRIP

SNACK
HACKS
BY ADAM BIBLE
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2,000

QUICK AND
SIMPLE SNACKS
300- TO 400CALORIE
OPTIONS

SNACK 1 banana,
¼ of 85% darkchocolate bar
MACROS 180
calories, 2g protein,
30g carbs, 6g fat

SNACK 1 large app
40g (about a handf
walnuts
MACROS 320 calo
6g protein, 20g car
26g fat

SNACK 1 rice cake,
2 tbsp hummus,
cucumber slices
MACROS 195
calories, 7g protein,
28g carbs, 6g fat

SNACK 3 large egg
(hard-boiled), half a
avocado, hot sauc
MACROS 396 calo
20g protein, 7g car
31g fat

SNACK 3 cups
popcorn mixed with
3 tbsp nutritional
yeast, ½ tsp chili
powder, pinch of salt
MACROS 200
calories, 16g protein,
34g carbs, 3g fat

SNACK 2 slices
sprouted bread,
2 tbsp all-natural p
butter
MACROS 348 calo
16g protein, 3g car
16g fat

½ medium
pear, 2 tbsp
cashew butter
MACROS 240
calories, 6g protein,
19g carbs, 16g fat
SNACK

1 cup shelled
edamame
MACROS 240
calories, 20g protein,
18g carbs, 10g fat
SNACK

SNACK 6 strawbe
12 grapes, 60g (ab
two handfuls) almonds
MACROS 401 calories,
14g protein, 22g carbs,
32g fat
SNACK 1 apple, 2 oz
cheddar cheese,
1 tbsp almond butter
MACROS 425 calories,
18g protein, 29g carbs,
28g fat

ADD celery and
carrot sticks to a
half-full hummus
container or apple
and celery sticks
to an almost-empty
peanut butter
jar and seal the lid.
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FREEZE berries
and grapes and
then take them with
you in an insulated
container to munch
on, or add Greek yogurt and freeze the
whole container.

3 CUPS OF
POPCORN HAS

16 OFGRAMS
PROTEIN
CORE an apple,
breadlike slices. Add
2 tbsp peanut butter
with granola and a
few dark-chocolate
chips. Spread on one
half, then top with the
other apple slice.

CUT an avocado
in half, then remove
the seed. Slice a
hard-boiled egg in
half, put the pieces
in the spaces left by
the seed, put back
together, and wrap
with plastic wrap.

PREVIOUS SPREAD AND THIS SPREAD: ISTOCKPHOTO (3)

150- TO 200CALORIE
OPTIONS

150– TO 200CALORIE OPTIONS
SNACK

MACROS

heat oven to 350°.
h of kale into chip-size
al to 2 cups. Lay on a
and sprinkle with olive
onion powder. Bake
nutes until edges of the
6 calories, 4g protein,
4g fat

nd half an avocado with
ocolate protein powder
oney or maple syrup.
h of almond milk for
y.
MACROS
1 calories, 4g protein,
5g fat
SNACK

e 1 cup whole-grain puffs
add 1 scoop protein
h 1 tbsp almond milk.
MACROS
0 calories, 22g protein,
4g fat
SNACK

SNACK

MACROS

1 scoop vanilla protein
cup peanut butter,
ffed-rice cereal, and
nic rolled oats. Press
t into four portions, and
4 calories, 14g protein,
2g fat

½ cup cottage cheese
blueberries and toss in
ut 12) almonds.
MACROS 24 calories, 19g protein,
9g fat
SNACK

300- TO 400CALORIE OPTIONS
SNACK Fill a whole-wheat tortilla with

½ cup black beans and 1 oz shredded
cheese. Place in a skillet and warm
until the cheese is melted.
MACROS 321 calories, 17g protein,
42g carbs, 11g fat
SNACK Add

2 scoops vanilla or
chocolate protein powder to
10 oz Greek yogurt. Mix well, and add
a splash of water for consistency.
MACROS 324 calories, 49g protein,
15g carbs, 7g fat
SNACK Mix

1 cup organic rolled oats,
2 tbsp chia seeds, 2 tbsp flax seeds,
¼ cup chopped dark chocolate, ½ cup
peanut butter, 1 scoop chocolate
protein powder, and 2 tbsp honey in a
food processor. Pulse till crumbly, and
form into 10 balls. Throw in the fridge.
MACROS For 2 balls: 334 calories,
14g protein, 30g carbs, 18g fat
SNACK Mix together ¼ cup

raw oats, ½ tbsp peanut
butter, 2 tbsp milk,
1 scoop (28g) vanilla
whey-protein powder, and ½ mashed
banana. Bake in
preheated oven at
350° for 10 to
15 minutes.
MACROS

367 calories,
30g protein,
44g carbs,
7g fat

HEALTHY
HOMEMADE
SNACKS

SAY NO TO
THE POTATO!

KALE
CHIPS

MIX-AND-MATCH
PACKAGED SNACKS
150– TO 200CALORIE OPTIONS
SNACK

300- TO 400CALORIE OPTIONS
1 Siete Almond Flour tortilla
tefoods.com), 4 slices deli tur1 slice provolone
MACROS 326 calories, 24g protein,
carbs, 17g fat
SNACK

(

MACROS

4 sticks Sargento Natural
t string cheese, 20g (or about a
dful) unsalted, mixed nuts
MACROS 327 calories, 27g protein,
carbs, 21g fat
SNACK

SNACK

(
MACROS

2 Bumble Bee Premium
acore Tuna in Water pouches, 1
ole-wheat pita, 1 packet mayonse
MACROS 369 calories, 38g protein,
carbs, 9g fat
SNACK

SNACK

(
MACROS

2 Epic Wild Boar Bacon
s (epicbar.com), 2 hard-boiled
s
MACROS 372 calories, 24g protein,
carbs, 21g fat
SNACK

SNACK

(

MACROS

SNACK

3 Suzie’s Whole Grain Thin
kes in multigrain, 2 packets of
tin’s Classic peanut butter
MACROS 428 calories, 19g protein,
carbs, 32g fat
SNACK

(
MACROS

DARK
CHOCOLATE

ISTOCKPHOTO (2)

A GREAT SOURCE OF
ANTIOXIDANTS

FAST-FOOD
EXCEPTIONS

SOMETI
VE NO OTHER CHOICE than to stop at
gh grilled chicken is unfortunately going to
a fast-food
t, you can always get the junior burger
be the defau
s like mayo to combat the fattier meat.
option if you l
scanning the highway signs for a bite to
Next time yo
eat, try to stick ith these items from the most often seen fastfood stops to pick up some fairly healthy fare.
Burger King

McDonald’s

Whopper Jr. Sandwich,
hold the mayo
MACROS 240 calories,
13g protein, 27g carbs, 10g fat

GO FOR Artisan Grilled
Chicken Sandwich
MACROS 380 calories,
37g protein, 44g carbs, 6g fat

Wendy’s

Taco Bell

GO FOR

GO FOR Grilled Chicken
MACROS 270 calories,

Wrap

20g protein, 24g carbs, 11g fat

GO FOR Chicken Fresco Burrito
Supreme
MACROS 340 calories,
18g protein, 48g carbs, 8g fat

KFC
GO FOR 2 Kentucky Grilled
Chicken Thighs and
Green Beans
MACROS 290 calories,
28g protein, 5g carbs, 17g fat

Arby’s
GO FOR Roast Beef Classic
MACROS 360 calories,

23g protein 37g carbs 14g fat

These BPA-free storage
containers come in multiple
sizes and have a nontoxic
freezer gel integrated into
the locking lid so your food
stays cold and fresh for
longer. From $6,
coolgearinc.com
Bento boxes, the segmented
boxes inspired by Japanese
takeout, are great for
traveling since they will
keep everything separate
and free of contamination.
Bentology’s set has one big
box that holds five inner
containers with three lids.
$20, bentology.com

Insulated containers are
great for taking smoothies
or yogurt mixes along with
you without them leaking
or getting too warm. This
durable Thermos is great
for hot and cold foods and
has a large mouth that
makes eating directly from it
a cinch. $25, thermos.com

These sets are essential in
glass for kitchen leftovers,
but they also make allplastic sets for ease of
use on the road. Buy them
singly as your need dictates, or go for a full set to
always have what you need
on hand. From $5, 38-piece
set available, snapware.com

MPIA.COM
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BY MICHAEL BERG, N.S.C.A.-C.P.T. PHOTOGRAPHS BY PER BERNAL
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Born in Cairo, Egypt,
and now a resident of
Kuwait City, Mamdouh
“Big Ramy” Elssbiay
has known the feeling of
intense heat all his life.
Perhaps it’s why he’s able to shrug off any pressures
of the upcoming 2016 Mr. Olympia being such a
seminal moment for his bodybuilding career—a
chance to prove that his ﬁfth-place ﬁnish last year
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indeed marked his ascension into the sport’s upper
echelon. The question now: Can he better that
placing this year, doing battle with the likes of Dennis
Wolf, Shawn Rhoden, Dexter Jackson, and ﬁve-time
champion Phil Heath?
Boulder Molder
For Elssbiay, refuge from the oppressive sun comes
daily when he ducks into Oxygen Gym, a $17 million
oasis of cool air and gleaming metal and machinery
owned and operated by one of the sport’s leading
proponents in the Middle East, Bader Boodai. Here,
he continues to build what is already the most
immense physique among today’s top pros.

Manipula
set, r
weight sc
avoid plat

To call the two-time New York Pro champ
“immense,” actually, is an understatement. Over the
course of just six years of serious training for
bodybuilding competition, the 5'10" athlete has grown
from 200 pounds to 318 in the off-season while
developing otherworldly body parts, from his
ridiculous thighs to his extreme back to his granite
delts and traps, which happen to be the focus of
today’s training session.
To carve out all three heads of the deltoids and
craft serious mass in his traps, Big Ramy has relied
on consistency, intensity, and the measured guidance
of trainer Ahmad Alaqi. Here are his four rules for
steady progress in size, shape, and definition.

For seate
as well as
press he
Elssbiay g
sense of
can max o
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moderate
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Seated Dumbbell Press
Q Ramy maintains a palms-forward grip and focuses
on engaging his shoulder heads through the full range
of motion, tightening the delt caps into blood-pumped
cannonballs at the top. Concentration helps maintain
form, while tight forearms and the aid of straps mean
he can hoist heavy poundage without the wrist joint
compromising his strength.
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ises
ill
est.
In addition to seated du
barbell, or machine pre
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hether you’re a
or you’re

y
reps take all tension out of the
muscle. A cable lateral, however,
maintains tension throughout the
range of motion, while a machine
lateral provides for a longer range
of motion, removes the need for
stabilizer muscles, and depending
on design may allow for the use
of more resistance than free
weights. The point is, all three are
valuable, valid choices to include
in a rotation.

Standing
Dumbbell
Lateral Raise
Q Elssbiay maintains a
bend in his elbows,
thinking of his arms as
links between the delt and
dumbbell, engaging the
middle head to contract to
help lift the weight up to a
point parallel with the
shoulder complex.

e No. 3

aintain a steady,
onsistent rep cadence.
Watching Elssbiay is akin to seeing an engine
piston in slow motion. He’s most comfortable with
ontrolled, steady pace, with a two- to threend lift, a brief ﬂexed lockout, followed by a
o three-second negative. The idea, he says,
oid resting too long at any point in the rep,
would allow the tension to dissipate from
rking muscle.
ps also mostly include an ample stretch,
g the tendency to stop a rep range short. By
g a muscle through a longer range of motion,
bers are engaged and thus will suffer the

Dumbbell Rear-delt Raise
Q As with lateral raises, Elssbiay maintains a bend
in his elbows. Doing the exercise on a bench
provides a constant reminder to remove all
momentum from the lift—without it, one tends to lift
the torso up a few inches to assist in bringing the
dumbbells up.
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damage necessary for growth. If you tend to use
faster reps—a common sight in gyms, as guys tend
to want to speed up reps in order to handle more
weight—you may want to initiate an experiment over
the next two weeks. Without worrying too much
about your weights, work on slowing down your
reps, counting out two- to three-second concentric
and eccentric contractions on every set. The
increased time under tension (TUT) will provide an
all-new stimulus that could leave you sore, showing
just how much you’ve been missing by hurrying
through your typical workout.

the
th
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o
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compromise form
In addition to a
drops or rest-pau
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Ramy complete tw
reps that he could
otherwise.

ELSSBIAY’S SHOULDER
WORKOUT
EXERCISE

SETS

REPS

Seated Dumbbell Press

3-4

8–12

Standing Dumbbell Lateral Raise

3-4

10-12

Dumbbell Rear-delt Raise

3-4

10-12

Shrug*

3-4

8-12

*Alternate between barbell and dumbbell versions from week to week.

SNAPSHOT MAMDOUH
“BIG RAMY” ELSSBIAY
Birth Date
Sept. 16, 1984
Birthplace Cairo, Egypt
Current Residence
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Arnold Classic Brazil, 1st;
2013–14 New York Pro, 1st;
2012 IFBB Amateur Olympia,
super-heavyweight and
overall champ
Online
Instagram: @big_ramy
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SEVEN DREAM SCENARIOS FOR
Alternate history asks the
question: What would have
happened if ______ had occurred?
For example, in the movie
Inglourious Basterds, the Nazis lose
early, while in the novel and TV
show The Man in the High Castle,
those same villains win and rule
America. Unlike those plots, we
won’t ponder the fate of humanity.
Instead, we’ll hack into the history
of bodybuilding’s ultimate contest
and make some edits. As we
approach the 52nd Mr. Olympia, we
present seven alternate scenarios
that would dramatically change the
Olympia record books.

WHAT IF

SERGIO OLIVA HAD
CONTINUED TO PURSUE
THE OLYMPIA AFTER 1972?
Q After his controversial loss to Arnold in
’72, three-time Mr. O (1967–69) Sergio Oliva
spent most of his best years off the Olympia
stage only to return when he was past his
prime. What if the Myth had entered the O
from ’73 to ’81 when he was 32 to 40? Arnold
beats him again in 1973 and 1974. (Sergio
nearly fights Arnold onstage in ’74. Lou
Ferrigno intervenes.) We still debate those
results. The titans clash for the sixth time on
an Olympia stage in 1975. Arnold wins again,
but Pumping Iron captures the crowd bellowing its disapproval. The 1977 documentary
makes the Myth a superstar as big as Arnold.
In 1976, it’s been seven years since the
popular underdog won a contest. With
Arnold retired, he beats Franco Columbu that
year and Frank Zane the next year. Overconfident, he comes in smooth in ’78 and loses
to Zane, but he takes his crown back in ’79.
Arnold and Sergio are then tied with a record
six O titles, and there are rumors Arnold will
jump into the ’80 Olympia. He doesn’t. Sergio
wins. And he three-peats in ’81. With nothing
left to prove, the Myth retires. Today, Oliva,
Haney, and Ronnie Coleman share the
record for most O victories (eight). Oliva has
two more Olympia titles than Arnold, but he
lost to his rival the last six times they dueled.
People still debate who was better.
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WHAT IF

HAD

BEEN BORN
PHIL HEATH 15 YEA
RS EARLIER?

Q One recurring criticism of Phil Heath’s Olympia
reign is that he lucked out by not having to
face the surplus of talent that clogged up pro
posedowns in the ’90s. Some contend that if he
had, he wouldn’t have a single Sandow, let alone
five. If we move the Gift’s birthday back 15 years,
how would he fare over his eight Olympias against
lineups filled with fellow legends?
After forgoing the Olympia his first two pro
years, 28-year-old Heath makes his O debut in
1993. Coming off seconds to Flex Wheeler at the
Ironman and Arnold Classic earlier in the year,
he’s third behind Dorian Yates and Wheeler in
the ultimate show. He’s sick in 1994 and drops to
seventh in a deep lineup. But in 1995, he’s back in
third, this time behind Yates and Kevin Levrone.
The Gift spends all of 1996 focused on the
Olympia, achieves the shape of his life, and
surpasses Yates in a shocker.
In 1997, Heath bests Yates again. Battered by
injuries, Yates retires with four Sandows. The
1998 Olympia is billed as a duel between Heath
and Wheeler, but it ends up a three-man battle.
Ascendant Ronnie Coleman takes the crown,
and Heath drops to third behind Wheeler. Those
results repeat in 1999. In 2000, Heath is second
to Coleman. Today, it’s 2001, and the upcoming
Olympia is billed as a clash between three-timer
Coleman and two-timer Heath. Waiting in the wings
is pro bodybuilding’s next phenom, Jay Cutler.

Q “Louie, you’re a baby. These guys are all veterans. You’re just growing. This takes years and years.” That’s what
Matty Ferrigno told his 23-year-old son just after the future Hulk lost the 1975 Mr. Olympia. The 275-pound Ferrigno
was indeed “just growing,” still filling out his 6'5" frame. He’d be bigger as TV’s Hulk from 1978–82 (280–290) and
bigger still during his belated bodybuilding comeback from 1992–94 (300–320). With Arnold retired, the ’76 Olympia
was wide open for a new champ, but Ferrigno pursued pro football instead, and as he was prepping for the ’77
Olympia he won the role of TV’s Hulk. More acting jobs followed. How many Olympias would Lou have won had he
competed from 1976–86 when he was 24? The years 1976–83 are the “lightweight era,” when every Mr. Olympia
winner was under 200 except for a smaller-than-usual Arnold in ’80. Ferrigno, at 300, presents a sharp contrast to
these men. Columbu beats Ferrigno in ’76, as does Zane in ’77, but by ’78 Lou has truly filled out. He defeats Zane in
’78 but comes in smooth and loses to him the next year. Arnold never considers jumping in the ’80 O and risking a loss
to “Big Louie.” Ferrigno wins four in a row from 1980–83 during what we now call the Lou era.
Then comes the Haney era. Ferrigno outweighs Haney by more than 50 pounds, but mostly that’s because of his
six-inch height advantage. Haney wins the rear shots. In his 11th straight Olympia in 1984, Ferrigno loses. He vows to
regain his title, and 1985 is one of the most exciting O’s in history. In a controversial decision, Haney keeps his crown
and then beats Lou in 1986 for the third straight time. After 14 Olympias, Ferrigno retires with five Sandows. Dennis
Tinerino is remembered as TV’s Incredible Hulk.
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What if Lou Ferrigno Never “Hulked” Out?

WHAT IF

COURTESY OF WEIDER HEALTH & FITNESS

ARNOLD HAD BEEN
?
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Q
peted in eight Olympias (1969–75,
’80) and won the last seven. How
would he have fared in the modern era? At 6'2" and 235, he had a
colossal yet classic physique. By
2016 standards, his legs lagged.
We could assume he would’ve kept
up with the times, but instead let’s
see how his early ’70s physique
would’ve fared in the late ’80s. If
he were born 15 years later, he
would’ve collided with another
huge but aesthetic phenom, 5'11"
and 245-pound Lee Haney, who
ultimately eclipsed him with eight O
victories from 1984–91.
The 1984 Olympia is promoted

as a clash between 24-year-old
Haney (third the year before) and,
in his O debut, 22-year-old Arnold.
The more polished Haney wins,
and sculpted Mohamed Makkawy
is runner-up, relegating Arnold to
third. The next year, Haney repeats
and Arnold is second. Arnold has
superior arms, while Haney has
the wider back. Though the champ
flexes fuller quads, the challenger
sports superior calves. In 1986,
when Haney is a little off, Arnold is
crowned bodybuilding’s new king.
The next four years, Arnold
repeats the formula for defeating his great rival. He brings out
details in his back that Haney

lacks, so while Haney eclipses
him with lat spreads, Arnold takes
the crucial rear double biceps.
And in every comparison, Arnold
emphasizes his biceps, just as
he regularly mocks Haney’s “little
guy” arms. In 1989, Haney comes
in 257 but too smooth. Schwarzenegger wins that year and one
final time in 1990. Then, at 28, he
retires to pursue acting. Inadvisably, an undersized Arnold returns
for the 1995 Olympia. Against the
deepest lineup ever seen, he’s
fifth, but many consider this a
gift. Today, he has five Sandows,
and fans still debate his epic
duels with Haney.
MROLYMPIA.COM
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WHAT IF

QOur hypothetical 1965–2015
212 Olympia tally puts him at a
disadvantage, but in the real world
Flex Lewis is the winningest “lightweight Olympia” champ of all time
and going for his fifth 212 O title
this year. But what if he entered
the Mr. Olympia? In 2011, he finished fifth in an open contest held
three weeks after the Olympia.
Everyone in the top nine but him
had just competed in the O, and
because of who he did and didn’t
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beat we can project he would’ve
been 10th in the Olympia. Last
year, he would’ve placed about the
same, probably ninth, just behind
William Bonac. He beat Bonac easily in 2012, but that’s when Bonac
was also a 212er. Size matters.
But if Lewis moves to the open
class for good, he’ll also make
mass improvements. Picture the
5'5" Welsh Dragon at a crisp 230.
At 5'6" and 235, 2008 Mr. Olympia
Dexter Jackson was second last

year. A substantially fuller Flex
Lewis would move into Olympia
title contention. Last year, he
would’ve been no lower than
sixth, and, because some of the
favorites faltered, he may have
challenged Jackson for the runnerup spot. The reigning Mr. Olympia
is 36, and the reigning Mr. 212
Olympia is 32, so we may one year
see a 250-pound Phil Heath battle
a 230-pound Flex Lewis on bodybuilding’s ultimate stage.

COURTESY OF WEIDER HEALTH & FITNESS

IN THE MR. OLYMPIA?

WHAT IF

CUTLER WON IN 2001?

Q On Oct. 27, 2001, 28-year-old
Jay Cutler took a commanding
six-point lead into the finals against
reigning and three-time champ
Ronnie Coleman. (Four of the five
judges had Cutler first.) But that
assessment reversed at the finals,
and Coleman snuck by with a fourpoint victory. Coleman went on to
win a record-tying eight Sandows.
Meanwhile, it took Cutler five
frustrating years to succeed his
rival, and he ultimately collected
four Sandows.
But let’s say the prejudging
assessment held up 15 years ago.
Cutler was the new king. He
repeats the next year when
Coleman is blurry. Coming into
the 2003 O, Cutler is only 30 and
ready for a long reign. Coleman is

What if there had
been a 212 Olympia
from the beginning?
Q From 1974–79, the Mr. Olympia had two divisions:
heavyweight and lightweight, with 200 pounds as the
dividing line. In 2008, the 202 Olympia launched, and
in 2012 it was bumped up to the current 212 limit. But
what about all those other years? For the Olympias
without a lightweight, 202, or 212 champ, we’ve
awarded the prize to whichever bodybuilder weighing
under 213 placed the highest in the Mr. Olympia. (From
1967–71, all of the few Olympia competitors were too
heavy.) This rewrites the record book. Now, Shawn
Ray has a commanding lead, Lee Labrada is second,
David Henry has quadrupled his victories, and
reigning 212 champ Flex Lewis is looking to tie Franco
Columbu on Sept. 16–17.

COURTESY OF WEIDER HEALTH & FITNESS

MR. OLYMPIA 212 WINNERS
1965, Larry Scott, 1st // 1966, Larry Scott, 1st // 1972, Frank
Zane, 4th // 1973, Franco Columbu, 2nd // 1974, Franco Columbu,
1st // 1975, Franco Columbu, 1st // 1976, Franco Columbu, 1st //
1977, Frank Zane, 1st // 1978, Frank Zane, 1st // 1979, Frank Zane,
1st // 1980, Chris Dickerson, 2nd // 1981, Franco Columbu, 1st //
1982, Chris Dickerson, 1st // 1983, Samir Bannout, 1st // 1984,
Mohamed Makkawy, 2nd // 1985, Mohamed Makkawy, 4th //
1986, John Terilli, 9th // 1987, Lee Labrada, 3rd // 1988, Lee
Labrada, 4th // 1989, Lee Labrada, 2nd // 1990, Lee Labrada, 2nd
// 1991, Lee Labrada, 4th // 1992, Lee Labrada, 3rd // 1993,
Shawn Ray, 3rd // 1994, Shawn Ray, 2nd // 1995, Shawn Ray, 4th
// 1996, Shawn Ray, 2nd // 1997, Shawn Ray, 3rd // 1998, Shawn
Ray, 5th // 1999, Shawn Ray, 5th // 2000, Shawn Ray, 4th //
2001, Shawn Ray, 4th // 2002, Lee Priest, 6th // 2003, Lee Priest,
15th // 2004, Kris Dim, 12th // 2005, David Henry, 14th // 2006,
David Henry, Did Not Place // 2007, David Henry, 10th // 2008,
David Henry, 1st, 202 Olympia // 2009, Kevin English, 1st, 202
Olympia // 2010, Kevin English, 1st, 202 Olympia // 2011, Kevin
English, 1st, 202 Olympia // 2012, FLex Lewis, 1st, 202 Olympia //
2013, Flex Lewis, 1st, 212 Olympia // 2014, Flex Lewis, 1st, 212
Olympia // 2015, Flex Lewis, 1st, 212 Olympia

39 and seemingly deteriorating.
But Coleman reinvents himself
as a 300-pound behemoth and
steamrolls to a victory. Then, two
more wins (over Cutler) for
Coleman, two more wins (over
Coleman) for Cutler, and, after a
loss, two final wins for Cutler. Both
legends end up with six Sandows,
their head-to-head O record from
2001–07 is 4-3 for Cutler, and that
seven-year stretch is regarded
not as the ho-hum dynasty of
dominating Coleman but as the
most exciting stretch of shootouts
in bodybuilding history. It just
goes to show how a few points in
a controversial decision completely changed how we regard the
Coleman-Cutler rivalry and both
men’s Olympia rankings.

BY GREG MERRITT PHOTOGRAPHS BY PER BERNAL

THE WHEELS
FLEX

The bar bends across your
shoulders. “No More” by Ruff
Endz is thumping the sound
system. Everyone has halted their toil
to watch yours. Never before have
you squatted more than 525. You
already trained back in the morning
and biceps in the afternoon, but you
returned to the gym this evening for
the chance to hit legs with arguably
the greatest bodybuilder of all time.
Now he’s got your back. “Yeah,
buddy!” he shouts. “Light weight!”
You sink into the hole and spring up,
twice, with 600. And when you’re
done, when you’ve smashed your
personal best, the grinning eight-time
Mr. Olympia slaps you on the traps, as
if to say, “Welcome to the club.”
YEAH, BUDDY
On the evening in November 2013
when Josh Lenartowicz squatted
with Ronnie Coleman, he couldn’t
have known that less than three
years later he’d be ﬂexing on the
Olympia stage. No, that exceeded
even his wildest dreams. He was
just another “big bloke” when
the Melbourne gym’s owner told
him Coleman, touring Australia to
promote his supplement company,
might train. Uncertain if it would
go off, Lenartowicz got in his
back and biceps workouts. Then,
triple-splitting, he drove to the
gym again when he heard the
eight-timer wanted to hit legs.
“No way was I going to pass that
up,” he remembers. Eventually,
with Coleman’s encouragement,
two extra plates were slid onto
the bar.
“I found out I was capable of
more than I ever thought,” he
states. “That empowered me for a
whole year. Whenever I felt tired, I
remembered that day I did back
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and biceps and still came back [to
the gym] and did legs and made a
75-pound jump in my squat.
Limitations is just another word
for fears, and they’re always an
illusion.” Within a year of that
fateful workout, he was a
professional bodybuilder. Within
two years, he had won two pro
shows. Within three years, he will
have competed in the Mr. Olympia,
the pinnacle of bodybuilding.

KING OF THE GYM
As we explored in our February
issue, Lenartowicz has his own
training system, called King of the
Gym. Let’s review. KOTG is highly
progressive. Each exercise is
performed for four to eight sets.
The reps remain the same
throughout the set progression,
but the weight increases each set,
from very light to, ideally, a
personal best like the Colemanspotted squat. Rest periods also
increase throughout the
progression. Only the ﬁnal set,

done with the heaviest metal, is
pushed to failure. “I train with a lot
of light building sets to create a
neurological connection in order
to prevent injury with one
overload heavy max set,” the
Olympia rookie explains. “I just go
for it on my last set until I cannot
go anymore. No supersets, no
rest-pause, none of that.”
This overload set is done for
roughly the same reps as the
lighter sets that preceded it, but
because it’s to failure, he doesn’t
predetermine when to stop. The
system is called King of the Gym
for a reason. When you’re as
strong as 260-pound
Lenartowicz, the overload sets
are attention-grabbers and
respect-earners. The progression
has another advantage. You build
up to one heavy set to failure.
Then when you move on to the
next exercise, the light sets allow
you to recuperate before you do
your next overload set. “I’m
actively recovering during the
building sets, all with the use of
time under tension, and there is no
cheating and no jolting or
stressing out tendons.”
KOTG is an eight-week program.
Every two weeks the reps for all
sets are lowered by two, from 12
to 10 to eight to six, and weights
are increased. Then you start over
again with 12 reps per set. “The
next time through, go a fraction
heavier on everything, and keep
that momentum going so you’re in a
state of constant progressive
overload,” Australia’s best
bodybuilder advises. After
assessing growth, you might want
to change some exercises the next
time through, but don’t otherwise
tamper with the order. The hardest
and heaviest exercises should be
done first. For example, his leg
routine starts with squats followed
by walking lunges—both standing
exercises in which you need to
balance yourself under a bar.

KILLING LEGS
On June 1, 15 weeks before his
Olympia debut, Lenartowicz asked
Google: “Can you die from leg
day?” It felt like it. Because his
quads have grown fast through
the years, he’s changed little

Lenartowicz,
who has never
even attended
an Olympia
before, makes
his Olympia
debut this year.

It’s crucial to
get deep on
lunges to fully
activate the
glutes, quads,
and hamstrings.

“I FOUND I WAS
CAPABLE OF
MORE THAN I EVER
THOUGHT. THAT
EMPOWERED ME FOR
A WHOLE YEAR.
LIMITATIONS IS JUST
ANOTHER WORD
FOR FEARS, AND
THEY’RE ALWAYS
AN ILLUSION.”
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about his quad routine. He mostly
sticks to four basics: squats,
walking lunges, 45-degree leg
presses, and leg extensions. “I
have switched in some hack
squats or Smith machine reverse
lunges,” he states. “Also, I’ll change
my foot stance sometimes.
Changing that positioning, even
just a little, will alter the movement
to recruit a different chain of
muscles. Mostly, though, the
differences now come outside the
gym, controlling my rest, nutrition,
and supplementation.” The leg
routine included here is for a
10-rep workout (Weeks 3 and 4),

and though it looks like a
crazy amount of volume (50-66
sets), note that the ﬁrst sets of
any exercise are so light he
can perform them with virtually
no rest.
He does the same number of
exercises for both sides of his
thighs: four for quadriceps and
four for hamstrings. This is
designed to place a special focus
on the latter and bring his hams up
to the elevated level of his quads.
He will also alter his training split,
sometimes working quads and
hams together (as in our sample
routine) on a four-day-per-week

Josh typically
takes a close
stance on leg
focus more on
his outer quads.

LENARTOWICZ’S LEG ROUTINE
& TRAINING SPLIT
EXERCISE

split and sometimes breaking
them into separate workouts on a
six-day-per-week split.
“It’s more instinctive these
days,” he says of his training split.
“I was once of the mindset that it’s
hardcore to train every day. Now
I’ve reached an understanding
about life. We’re all physical,
emotional, spiritual, relational
beings, and we do have highs and
lows, stress and happiness, and
those things need to be
addressed in the training. If life is
great, I can train for six days per
week twice a day, but if I have a
shit week I need to drop it back to

SETS

REPS

Squat

6-8

10

Monday

Back, Biceps

Walking
Lunge

4-5

30 steps

Tuesday

Chest, Triceps

Leg Press

6-8

10

Thursday

Shoulders

Leg
Extension

4-5

10

Friday

Arms

Lying
Leg Curl

6-8

10

Stiff-leg
Deadlift

6–8

10

Standing
Leg Curl

4–5

10

Seated
Leg Curl

4–5

10

Seated
Calf Raise

5–7

15

Standing
Calf Raise

5–7

15

SIX-DAY TRAINING SPLIT

Wednesday Quadriceps, Calves

Saturday

Hamstrings, Calves

Sunday

Off

FOUR-DAY TRAINING SPLIT
Monday

Chest, Triceps

Tuesday

Back, Biceps

Wednesday Off
Thursday

Shoulders

Friday

Legs

Saturday

Off

Sunday

Off

MROLYMPIA.COM
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By pointing
Lenartowicz
focuses more on
the “teardrops”
of his lower,
inner quads.

WITHIN A YEAR OF THAT
FATEFUL WORKOUT, HE
WAS A PROFESSIONAL
BODYBUILDER. WITHIN
TWO YEARS, HE HAD
WON TWO PRO SHOWS.
WITHIN THREE YEARS,
HE WILL HAVE
COMPETED IN THE MR.
OLYMPIA, THE PINNACLE
OF BODYBUILDING.
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Holding
contractions
and squeezing
hard places
more tension on
the hamstrings.

four days only. Just because I’m
an Olympia competitor now
doesn’t mean I have an immunity
to the negatives of life. Not many
pro athletes talk about it, but you
need a positive mindset in order to
be the best version of yourself in
all walks of life. When the things
outside of bodybuilding are going
great for you, then that will help to
make you a great bodybuilder
because those things minimize
stress and external factors.”

OLYMPIA DEBUT
Phil Heath was third in 2008,
followed by Kai Greene’s fourth in
2009. But such stellar Olympia
debuts are the exceptions. Rarely
does a bodybuilder even crack
the Olympia top 10 on his ﬁrst try.
Only ﬁve men have done it over
the previous ﬁve years: Brandon
Curry, Evan Centopani, Lionel
Beyeke, Mamdouh Elssbiay, and
Juan Morel, all of whom placed in
the eighth to 10th spots. That
would be a good target for
Lenartowicz. He’s professed a
long-range goal of cracking the
Mr. Olympia top ﬁve, which would
be the highest ﬁnish for an
Australian in bodybuilding’s
Super Bowl.
Having never even attended an
Olympia before, he’s savoring
every moment: “It means all the
sacrifices are starting to truly pay
off. It means there is hope for
other Australians to chase the
dream. It reinforces to me that
surrounding myself with the right,
uplifting, and encouraging people
will ultimately make me a better
person and athlete. It highlights
the importance of all my family,
friends, sponsors, and mentors.”
Just three years ago, he was an
unknown amateur bodybuilder
who, on a really good day, was
spotted by an eight-time Mr. O.
Remembrances of that lift have
fueled his workouts ever since. The
realization that he can will himself
to improve in giant leaps has driven
him ever onward to greater
weights and bigger stages. And
now it’s taking him to the biggest
stage of all. Can you die from leg
day? No. But the kind of leg days
that made Josh Lenartowicz ask
that question propelled him to the
Mr. Olympia. FLEX
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No two competitions are the same, but for eight straight
years, Lee Haney mastered bullish consistency in his
preparation to top all comers at bodybuilding’s most
celebrated event. Here, the former Mr. Olympia reﬂects
on what it took to own an era.
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Presents
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A new star
was born at the
1983 Mr. Olympia.
Rookie sensation
Lee Haney placed
third in his
Olympia debut.
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The First Olympia

1984: Do Overs
was the last
contest where
Haney would place
lower than ﬁrst for
the remainder of his
eight-year career.

MROLYMPIA.COM
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Posing after his
ﬁrst Olympia win
in 1984, Haney
shows the size
and shape
that beat all
challengers.
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The First Defense
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Haney and former
training partner
Rich Gaspari in
1985. Gaspari
placed third here
and then second
the next three.

The Gaspari Factor

Record
Run
A third-place ﬁnish in his
Olympia debut was the lone
“blemish” on Lee Haney’s
sterling Olympia record
198
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1983

1984

3 1
rd

st

PLACE

PLACE

1985

1

st

PLACE

Lee Labrada

1986

1987

1988

1989 1990

1

1

1

1 1 1

st

PLACE

st

PLACE

st

PLACE

st

st

PLACE

PLACE

1991
st

PLACE
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Game Changer

NOTE:
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Haney merged
mass and
symmetry in a
once-in-ageneration
physique.
MROLYMPIA.COM
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DEXTER JACKSON WINS THE
NEW YORK PRO FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HIS
LONG AND ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER PHOTOGRAPHS BY PER BERNAL

The year is 1999. It’s Saturday, May 22,
and Dexter Jackson is in New York flexing
onstage in his second pro contest. The
29-year-old Floridian had placed seventh in his
IFBB debut at the Arnold Classic just three
months earlier. Though outweighed by nearly
every competitor in the top 10, he would finish
third. Eighteen years later and almost to the day
(May 21), Jackson, with 25 contests to his
name—including a Mr. Olympia and a record five
Arnold Classics—achieved what he had
previously been unable to do in his pro career:
win in New York. As the overwhelming favorite,
Jackson made every precontest prediction ring
true as he defeated the field of 18 competitors to
win Steve Weinberger’s 2016 IFBB NY Pro. He is
now tied for most IFBB Pro League wins with
Ronnie Coleman at 26.
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Jackson had to hold off former
NYP champs Roelly Winklaar and
Victor Martinez to get the win.
Winklaar, who was coming off of
a win a week earlier at the
BodyPower Pro in England, had
added muscle to an already
massive physique (always a hit
here) but couldn’t overcome
Jackson’s stellar shape,
proportion, and trademark
conditioning. Martinez, who has
struggled with his conditioning
the last few outings, was unable
to present the crisp lines to fare
better. Jackson, now 46, is on a
three-contest winning streak
since placing second at last
year’s O, and based on what he
showed here, he is again one of
the biggest threats to Phil Heath
at the 2016 Mr. Olympia.

In the other three men’s-division
contests, two were won by the

*Qualiﬁed for the 2016 Olympia Weekend.

1 Dexter Jackson*
2 Roelly Winklaar
3 Victor Martinez

FLEX

defending champs. In 212, New
Jersey native Gaetano “Guy”
Cisternino won his second
straight NYP 212, relegating fellow
East Coast bodybuilders Marco
Rivera and Shaun Clarida to
second and third, respectively.
Although Clarida was the most
aesthetically pleasing of the three,
neither man could match the
champ’s density and detail in both
rear shots. In men’s physique,
George Brown came out on top
over Andre Ferguson and Chase
Savoie to successfully defend his
2015 title. Arash Rahbar continued
his domination of classic
physique, rolling to victory in his
second straight contest of the
year, and in the process, defeating
the same man he topped earlier in

May at the Pittsburgh Pro, veteran
open bodybuilder Darrem
Charles.

On the women’s side, two of the
three division winners scored
their inaugural pro victories in
New York. Brittany Campbell’s
shape and details bested Maria
Luisa Baeza-Diaz and Cydney
Gillon to take the ﬁgure title, and in
women’s physique, Shanique
Grant’s structure and muscle
moved her ahead of Asha Hadley
in second and Korea’s Yeon Woo
Jhi in third. Bikini’s Angelica
Teixeira, fresh off her own ﬁrst
pro victory two weeks earlier in
Pittsburgh, melded tone and
curves to come out on top over
Bianca Terry (second) and
Catherine Radulic (third).
All division winners are qualified
for the 2016 Olympia Weekend.
For full contest results and
galleries, go to FLEXonline.com.
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1 Guy
Cisternino*
2 Marco
Rivera
3 Shaun
Clarida

FLEX

1 George
Brown*

2 Andre
Ferguson

3 Chase
Savoie

MROLYMPIA.COM
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1 Shanique
Grant*
2 Asha
Hadley
3 Yeon
Woo Jhi

1 Brittany
Campbell*
2 Maria
Luisa
BaezaDiaz
3 Cydney
Gillon

1 Angelica
Teixeira*
2 Bianca
Berry
3 Catherine
Radulic

1 Arash
Rahbar*
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2 Darrem
Charles
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3 Omar
Bautista

CONTEST WRAP-UP

*Earned IFBB Pro League card

AMATEUR
OLYMPIA SPAIN

JUNE 10-12
MARBELLA-MÁLAGA, SPAIN

MEN’S
PHYSIQUE

CLASSIC
BODYBUILDING

1 Ondrej Kmostak*
2 Gurnek Singh
3 Aleksandr Timofeev

1 Jacek Ratusznik
2 Aristide Mbomni Tiam
3 Patrik Kasra

MUSCULAR
PHYSIQUE

BIKINI

1 Kenneth Guevara
2 Fabio Rodrigues
3 Alberto Soler

1 Saskia Cakoci*
2 Nikol Raszykova
3 Cristobalina
Pajares

BODYBUILDING

IGOR KOPCEK

1 Jorge Zamorano*
2 Jan Turek
3 Alex Zuccaro

FIGURE
1 Irina Topoleva*
2 Raquel Arranz
MROLYMPIA.COM
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LOOK FOR THESE TOP BRANDS

PERFECT FORM DESERVES OUR

PERFECT FORMULATIONS
Ingredients make all the difference in the world. That’s why FATE is 100% open formula and always will be.
Every ingredient and dose is clearly listed so you always know exactly what’s fueling your workout.

WWW.FATE.FIT

AT THIS YEAR’S OLYMPIA EXPO

OLYMPIA EXCHANGE

NEW

PREMIUM
FEATURES.
STRIKING
DESIGN.
INTRODUCING OUR LATEST
SHAKER CUP.
PURCHASE AT THE OLYMPIA SHOW
Hit up our booth to get your hands on our
latest shaker cup—before it hits retail
shelves. Available exclusively at the
Olympia show and while supplies last.

blenderbottle.com
©2016 All Rights Reserved. U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending
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POTENCY
PURITY
PRICE

Olympia competitor

IFBB Pro
Bikini

SIGNING SPONSORED ATHLETE
AMBASSADORS. FOLLOW US
@gainsinbulk FOR motivational
TIPS AND FREE PRODUCTS!

500 GRAMS (1.1LB) BAGS OF: $31.95 270 CAPSULES
World’s first
instantized creatine
$15.50

MOST POWERFUL
DIGESTIVE FORMULA
available.
Glutens & powders along with
carbohydrates and fats. reduces
bloating, gas and indigestion.
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America’s

FUN!
SAVE20%
FLEXA1

B-Up® Chocolate
Brownie protein bar,
honest macros and
honest ﬂavor never
tasted better.
For more information, visit

yupbrands.com
©2016 YUP BRANDS, LLC
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WHERE SCIENCE & FITNESS COLLIDE
GENETIC TESTING
MEAL PLANS
WORKOUT PLANS
HORMONE THERAPY

FRANCHISES AVAILABLE

SUPPLEMENT PLANS

CARY, NC
VALPARAISO, IN
HERNDON, VA

DESTIN, FL (COMING SOON)
ANNAPOLIS, MD (COMING SOON)
DALLAS, TX (COMING SOON)
WASHINGTON, DC (COMING SOON)
FAYETTEVILLE, NC (COMING SOON)
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Aesthetic Surgery
Specialists
Complimentary Consultations
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To advertise in
the Marketplace,
please contact
Talin Boustani:
TBoustani@weiderpub.com
818.884.6800

086&20;7
Looking
to Get Ripped and Swole



?

Musco-MXT® users get
ripped and swole over
twice as fast as non users:
More Mass - 584%
More Strength - 228.3%
Less Fat - 139.7%

$10 off 1st order.

Average Musco NON
Strength MXT® USERS

Total135.16 lbs OE
Muscle Musco NON
Av Size 7.10 in LQ
Av Mass 5.84 lbsOEV
4 weeks $40 Buy 2 Get 1 Free! Fat Loss %-1.39%
Call 1-800-367-9599 or www.Musco-MXT.com

CONTEST WRAP-UP

*Qualified for the 2016 IFBB Olympia Weekend

TORONTO PRO
SUPERSHOW

JUNE 4-5
TORONTO,
ONTARIO
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BIKINI

1 Alejandro
Cambronero*
2 Zane Watson
3 Kim Jun Ho

1 Jennifer
Ronzitti*
2 Anya Ells
3 Dayna Maleton

WOMEN’S
BODYBUILDING

MEN’S
PHYSIQUE

1 Laura Carolan
2 Nancy Clark
3 Cathy
LeFrancois

1 Jeph Gabriel*
2 Yousef Hassan
Abdullatif
Al-Sabhan
3 Daushon
McGregor

BODYBUILDING

FIGURE
CLASSIC
PHYSIQUE

1 Swann
Delarosa*
2 Julie Peterson
3 Krista Dunn

1 Darrem Charles*
2 AJ Shukoori
3 R.D. Caldwell Jr.
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WHEELCHAIR
1 Gabriele
Andriulli
2 Johnny Quinn
3 Jack McCann

WOMEN’S
PHYSIQUE
1 Michaela
Aycock*
2 Lise Thexton
3 Jodi Boam

CHRIS NICOLL

1 Nathan DeAsha*
2 Maxx Charles
3 Fouad Abiad

CONTEST WRAP-UP

*Qualified for the 2016 IFBB Olympia Weekend

ARNOLD CLASSIC
SOUTH AFRICA

MAY 27-28, JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

BODYBUILDING
2. Roelly Winklaar
3. Lionel Beyeke

MOZOLANI
PRO
CLASSIC
May 22
Zilina, Slovakia

1 Sami Al Haddad*
2 Ronny Rockel
3 Ahmad Ahmad

FITNESS
1 Bethany
Wagner*
2 Regiane
Da Silva
3 Marta
Aguilar

1 Nina Ross*
2 Vladimira Krasova
3 Jana Dobos
Majernikova
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CHRIS NICOLL; IGOR KOPCEK

1 Branka Njegovec*
2 Paloma Parra
3 Jana Stockelova

THE SHOT

When Lenda Murray
entered the Ms. Olympia in
1990, not only was it her ﬁrst
O, it was also her pro debut.
The 28-year-old Detroit native
went on to beat 28 rivals and
would remain Ms. Olympia
until Kim Chizevsky ended
her streak in 1996. Murray
placed second again to
Chizevsky in 1997 and then
retired. Four years later, she
came back and added two
more Ms. Olympia titles.
Murray ﬁnished second to
Iris Kyle in 2004 and retired
for the ﬁnal time with a total of
eight wins on bodybuilding’s
biggest stage.

BOB GARDNER/COURTESY OF WEIDER HEALTH & FITNESS

EIGHT TIMES
A LADY

